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BGSU officials
still tempted
by Apple deal

Overhauling a Masterpiece

Jay Young
The BG News

The BG NtwURmi Wellintr

Sixteen-year veteran piano technician Paul McCutcheon meticu- I can be replaced. "Since a new piano like this one costs around
lously dlsaisemblef a 1960's vintage Stelnway and Sons baby $28,000, It would be worth it to spend a few thousand for an overgrand piano in the Moore Musical Arts Buldling Wednesday after- haul," McCutcheon said.
noon. According to McCuctheon, nearly ever piece of the piano

Best Buy location debated
Group opposes proposed building site
of company that won't even be there
Joe Boyle
The BG News

When Best Buy discussed
building a distribution site In
Bowling Green, most city residents backed the proposition as a
good shot in the arm for the local
economy.
The location of the plant, adjacent to a residential area, was a
major concern for some city residents, but it was the fight after
the fight against Best Buy that
brought citizens to Bowling
Green City Council's April 3
meeting.
Trying to get Bowling Green
City Council members to vote
against the location for the proposed facility, the group attended Planning Commission and
Council meetings to express
their concern with the Bishop
Road site.
Commission members voted
down the zoning change, 7-2, but
by the Feb. 21 Council meeting
the commission had reversed its
decision and recommended that
Council vote for the zoning
change.
According to Sue Ray le, one of
the concerned citizens, this decision was made despite the fact
that Best Buy had made It clear
several days before Feb. 21 they
would be relocating to Findlay,
Ohio. "Best Buy backed out
several days before [the meeting], and that evening Council
still pasaed it," Ray le said.
After Council passed the

change in zoning with an emergency clause, limiting the number of times it must be read and
putting it In effect immediately,
the non-partisan group began to
see what their options were to
reverse the decision.
"It kind of developed where we
didn't know what was happening," said Peggy Hancock, a
member of the group. "We wanted to know what our options were
as citizens."
Believing a referendum might
be the way to go, the group of citizens got the papers certified and
began circulating a petition.
According to group member
David Kollar, public response
was overwhelmingly positive.
"Very few we talked to weren't
interested," Kollar said. "There
were more people who weren't
registered voters than there
were against the petition."
The petition drive came to an
abrupt halt after the citizens
were discouraged from filing a
referendum to have the emergency zoning decision reversed a move Rayle claims limits the
public's right to vote.
"[City Administrator Colleen]
Smith and [City Attorney] Marsh
said since it was an emergency, it
wasn't worth our time to gather
signatures," Rayle said. "We all
believe in the right to democracy, the right to vote."
Due to the fact the referendum
had to be filed within 30 days of
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Representatives from Apple
met on campus with University
officials Wednesday to discuss
the possibility of the University
becoming Apple's spotlight campus.
Philip Mason, vice president
for University Relations, said the
discussion was productive.
"We had constructive dialogue
and we are going to keep talking," Mason said. "I'm hopeful
that Apple will continue to work
with us because, frankly. Bowling Green is the kind of university they need."
Mason said the University's location and size have a lot to offer
Apple. He said if such a program
succeeds at the University, other
institutions will gain interest.
Apple is offering the University an opportunity to lease 2,800
Macintosh and 550 personal
computers for $3.6 million annually. Under the plan, fiber optic
cable would connect each campus building for about $2 million.
Apple had told the University
that March 31 was the last day
the deal would be offered.
Christopher Dalton, vice
president for Planning and Budgeting, has said the University's
greatest concern is the cost to
lease the computers since it is an
annual expense.
He has said It la difficult for
the University to make such a
large commitment without a
good idea of what funding the
state will provide this year.
"In our case, the reality is that
the state's budget doesn't go to
bed until about June 30," Mason
said. "A lot of things can happen
between now and June 30."
Mason said Apple Is proposing

a three-layered package to address the budget concerns. The
package would bring all universities a minimum three percent increase, make $15-20 million of
technology funds available and
increase instructional subsidies
by one percent each year.
Mason said if the proposal Is
written into law, it would make
things easier for the University.
"If those things were to happen, we would be in a lot better
position," Mason said. "One of
the reasons there is guarded optimism for a package of that sort
Is the House of Representatives
was able to Increase the governor's budget for education by
roughly $50 million. We're going
to ask the Senate to match the
House of Representatives effort
on behalf of higher education."
Mason said if the University
presidents endorse the plan, it
will have a much better chance of
winning approval in the State
Senate.
Some have cited the endowment as a possible source for the
plan.
But University Treasurer Gaylyn Finn said the students would
be the losers if the endowment is
spent.
"Once we spend it for that, we
will never be able to - In the future - draw Interest on it," Finn
said. "In the end the students are
the ones that are hurt, because
this la something that brings
money in, and if it is gone the
students are going to be worse
off because of it."
Nick Gorant, coordinator of
Computer Services, said students
wishing to speak their minds
about the Apple proposal or computers in general can attend an
open forum today at 3 JO in 113
Olscamp Hall.

Local woman starts
Kato Kaelinfan club

Poe
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The BG News

Vaughn and Kaelin, has also been
hired by DeVaughn to handle the
When
Cecilia
DeVaughn
of
Alumni
Toledo remarked she would like administration of the fan club.
"My job Is to make It happen,"
to meet Kato Kaelln, her friend
Matt Fltzglbbons suggested she Schneider said. "My job is to rewooster
lay information about Kato. If
tl» M HmntJIm Mstttto start a fan club. She took his ad- you want to send Kato something,
vice, and the Kato Kaelin Global
my job is to get it there."
Fan Club was born.
DeVaughn had taken a liking to . Schneider said a membership
the actor and former houseguest in the Kato Kaelin Global Fan
of O.J. Simpson during the tele- Club is $13 and consists of a lavision coverage of last year's minated membership card and
preliminary hearings for the informational newsletters that
Joe Boyle
double-murder trial, said Phil keep members up-to-date with
have
taken
trucks
east
on
a
The BG News
Schneider, concierge for the what's going on in Kaelin's life.
proposed Newton Road extenWhat does Kaelin think of the
Kato Kaelin Global Fan Club.
While the Best Buy distribu- sion, south on North College
"[DeVaughn] saw Kato on tele- fan club?
tion facility on Bishop Road Drive, east on Poe Road and
Schneider said Kaelin was
vision and said, 'I think he's cute.
would not have directly af- south on Mercer Road, directI'd like to meet him,'" Schneider flattered. "Like anyone would be,
fected University students, ly through a high-traffic area
said. "Her friend said if she he was very appreciative about
the proposed route for trucks that has seen at least one
started a fan club and was the the interest in him," Schneider
between the west side facility car/pedestrian accident this
president, she would probably said.
and Interstate 75 could in- year.
Although Kaelin has been a
have a good chance of meeting
City
Administrator
Colleen
crease traffic on the east edge
sort of overnight sensation,
him."
Smith indicated this was not
of campus.
DeVaughn's dream of meeting Schneider said he does not see
"This Is a concern for Uni- the only route from the proKaelin became a reality Saturday his popularity diminishing anyversity students," said Susan posed facility to 1-75.
when she met him at a Cerebral time soon.
"Another route could have
Rayle, a member of a group of
"I'm sure it will last a year and
Palsy charity function he attendBowling Green residents who been Newton to Main to 582,"
possibly more," Schneider said
ed in Indiana.
rallied against Best Buy. Smith said.
"She was introduced to him, he "He has stacks and stacks of
"They stated it at the commisThe city is currently ingave
her a hug and a kiss on the offers for movies and television
vestigating how many pedession meeting."
cheek,"
Schneider said. "She said shows right now. If they turn out
According to Rayle, the trians cross Newton Street,
to be good, his popularity could
he was a very nice young man."
Planning Commission drew up
Schneider, who was responsiSee ROUTE, page seven.
one plan for traffic that would
ble for the meeting between DeSee KATO, page tea.
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Increased traffic problems
cause concerns for students

Linda Dobbs, a former
assistant librarian at San
Francisco State University,
is named the new dean of
libraries for the University
Page 6.
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An elephant showed
up on Capitol Hill
yesterday to amuse the
alleged clowns that make
up the U.S. Senate.
Page 9.

The Falcon baseball
team had four pitchers
combine to pitch a no-hit,
13 walk game yesterday.
Page 13.
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Board resignations
signal commitment
Some people will do anything for an education.
Last week, members of the Bowling Green School
Board made public their intention to resign their positions, not because they do not care about the school
system, but rather to benefit the students in the community.
While Bowling Green residents have normally supported any taxes toward public schools, for the past year
and a half citizens have not favored the recent school
levy, which would save programs, extracurricular activities, athletics and some teaching positions from being
cut.
The school system is in serious danger. It does not
matter how it got so far in debt - that is in the past.
What is important is that the citizens of Bowling Green
come together to give the children the education - both
in the classroom and through activities -- they deserve.
The community had the chance to do this earlier this
year and voted it down by a significantly large margin much to the disappointment of school board members
and students. On campus, only 21 students voted on the
levy issue.
Since then, the school board members have tried to
think of other ways to alleviate the budget deficit and
gain support from the community.
After much thought, they decided it would be best if
three of the members chose not to run for re-election,
while the fourth would resign when the others' terms
ended.
They resigned partially because of the blame they
have received from citizens that the crisis was their
fault, while the board sees it solely as a decrease in funding.
They believed if they left, perhaps the community
would see that it is not necessarily the managers who are
the problem. If they are willing to step down, maybe the
residents would be willing to take another look at the situation and support a levy or other practical alternative.
While some may see it as weak that they stepped down,
The News supports the board members for their actions.
It is unfortunate they had to step down from something they must have cared about, but it shows what they
are willing to do to emphasize that education is important.
If they are willing to give up something they were
elected to in order to appease the voters, the voters
should, in turn, give the school administrators, faculty
members - and most of all students - the support they
deserve.
Copyright ©1995 by The BG News. Reprinting of any
material in this publication without the permission of The BG
News is strictly prohibited.
The BG News is an independent student voice founded
in 1920 and is published daily during the academic year and
Wednesdays in the summer.
Opinions expressed herein are not necessarily those of
the student body, faculty or University administration. Opinions expressed in columns, cartoons and letters are not necessarily those of The BG News.
Letters intended for publication must be between 200300 words long, typed and include the writer's name, phone
number and University affiliation, if any. The BG News
reserves the right to edit any and all letters.
The BG News encourages its readers to notify the
paper of any errors in the stories or photograph descriptions.
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The Constitutional amendment
which has come under most controversy during recent years is
the second, or the "Right to keep
and bear arms."
One major thing that our country needs in order to be a more
effective governmental system
Is an update of our Constitution,
sod this amendment is the one
that needs to be looked at and evaluated most seriously.
Keep In mind, there are 93 gunrelated deaths in the United
States every day, about one
every IS minutes.
The folks who are against gun
control love to argue that taking
away guns takes away their Constitutional rights. They will
protest that guns do indeed have
practical purposes, and besides,
it makes them feel safe.
What about all of the lives that
are taken each day because of lax
gun control? What about the children who are caught in the cross
fire of gang related drive-by
shootings, or the hundreds who
die at home in gun-related accidents each year?
When the Constitution was
written, our forefathers had a totally different concept of owning
firearms. At that time, it was
likely that an angry Native
American tribe would attack
your country homestead or that
the British would attack your
town. Neither of these threats
exist today.
Hunting is the pastime that gun
lovers push as the reason to keep
weapons. The only thing is, I really don't think It takes an AK-47 to
kill a deer or squirrel. The authors of the Constitution had
muskets in mind, which needed

ENNY
OWN
to be reloaded with every shot.
I'm sure they didn't have nine
millimeter semi-automatic handguns which can hold a ridiculous
amount of ludicriously powerful
ammunition In mind.
As for feeling as though a gun
offers them protection, the ones
who favor this case seem a bit
misinformed. They must not
know that even if their home is
broken into, In killing the intruder, they could be end up
serving a life sentence. If they
wound an assailant, they could
also face a stiff penalty, as well
as some hefty lawsuits.
The mayor of any large dry
will triumphantly announce that
in the past year, the homicide
rate went down. Gun supporters
cheer and say that people can indeed handle weapons responsibly. What the mayor falls to announce is that the number of
homicides committed with guns
increased. The number of assaults performed with guns re-

sulting In injuries also increased
and many innocent people, mostly young children, died or were
seriously injured by accidents
stemming from the poor handling of guns.
A team of scientists did a recent study on the cities of Seattle
and Vancouver, British Columbia. These are sister cities and
closely located to each other.
Both cities have incredibly
similar demographics. They are
both mostly white and have similar populations and economies.
Even their crime rates, in assaults committed with weapons
other than guns, are practically
Identical The punishments for
crimes bear close resemblance to
one another.
The difference? You are eight
times as likely to be shot in Seattle. Seattle's crime rates are
soaring in comparison to Vancouver's when crimes committed
with guns are added to the totals.
Canada is not totally unarmed.
While one in every two homes in
the U.S. has a gun, one out of
every four households in Canada
has one. Their policies and laws
regarding the sale of firearms
are much more stringent. For example, there Is a 28-day waiting
period for the purchase of a gun,
compared to the United States'
careless five-day time.

The National Rifle Association
loves to plug the phrase, "Guns
don't Mil people. People kill people." This study shows that this
Isn't the case. With weapons
more easily accessible in the U.S.
than In Canada, the, number of
crimes related to these weapons
show that the ease of obtaining a

gun does Indeed have some clout. :
The NRA also likes to say, after
being confronted with an accidental gun-related death, that the
accident wouldn't have occured
if the owner had taken a responsible handling and safety class.
So, why was a fifteen year-old
boy killed by another teen who
had taken such a class? Why did
the killer have the gun because
he thought it would be "cool" to
scare bis friend? Why was the
owner of the gun, a minister who
Is the father of the killer, not held
responsible In any way?
The kids involved in these incidents, which account for hundreds of injuries and deaths each
year, are not drug dealers, delinquents or troublemakers. They
are the ones that are considered
to be "nice kids."

The entertainment business
could also do some shaping up.
MTV, the most malignant of all
television programming, seems
to love to play videos which glorify guns and make their owners
and users seem "more manly."
Perhaps the programming directors at this wonderful institution
of media should look a little more
closely at the things they're allowing their viewers, which are
mostly high school and Junior
high students, to watch and absorb into their easily impressionable minrln
Perhaps, someday, parents
wont have to mourn over the
death of their teen-age son, their
eight-year-old daughter or their '
22-year-old college student because of their child simply being
at the wrong place at the wrong
time.

LETTERS TO
THE EDITOR
Top 10 reasons
we lost computers
Top 10 reasons why the University didnt go through with the
Apple computer offer
10. Administrators were
tricked Into believing we have
too many computers.
9. Money is needed to build a
much needed commuter parking
lot ...In Tiffin.
8. Harassing phone calls
threatening to blow up the Union
if the deal went through
7. Too much money Is already
spent keeping all the lights on in
all the buildings 24 hours a day,
seven days a week.
6. Housing said it would cost
too much to build new dorms that
would house all the new students
the computers would attract, so
they decided to let some other
foolish school deal with the problem.
5. Getting all those new computers with high-tech programs
would mean retraining all five
lab technicians.
4. Olscamp keeps on getting all
this Junk e-mail, doesn't want
next president to have even bigger problem.
3. Cybersex is running up the
phone bill.
2. Bursar figured with 3000
more computers, more students
would actually graduate In four
years.
... and the No. 1 reason why the
University didnt go through with
the Apple offer.
1. Administrators didnt want
our reputation as a party school
overshadowed by some stupid
"we're leading the way down the
information superhighway"
crap.
Dan Gaffney
Junior
THfCTwm^mk^rl^iTf

Historical accounts
sometimes idealized
I have seen two columns In this
paper written by two white students who seem to have a naive
view of history and racial relations In this country. However,
I am glad they had the courage to
express their feelings in this ridiculously hostile climate of "po-
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litical correctness" which Is
hurting openness and diversity
instead of aiding It.
I, as an African-American
woman, understand I am the
product of two cultures. One Is
European, one is African. My
people descended from Africa
and carry many aspects of this
culture with us today. But I was
also raised with European values,
thoughts, etc.
If I were to look back in my
family tree, I am sure I could
find a couple of Europeans there,
as well. This Is due to the fact
that only 5 percent of the Africans who live in this country can
consider themselves "purebreeds." The vast majority of us
are of a mixed background.
This leads to the point I would
like to make about the two white
students' columns in the paper.
When we were all In elementary
school, we had this idealized version of what the world was supposed to be. We were taught that
many of the leaders of the past
were near perfect In their virtues
and wisdom. But the world is not
like this; It U a more complicated
and complex place.
Abraham Lincoln Is revered as
the "emancipator of the slaves,"
but you must look closer at his
views. Lincoln has been quoted
as saying that in this world the
white race was superior and the
black race was Inferior. This
view was reiterated during the
Lincoln-Douglass debates due to
Douglass' accusations that Lin-

coln was a "negro" sympathizer.
You must understand that Lincoln was a politician. He lived in
a time when it was accepted,
even among the most radical
white abolitionists, that blacks
were Inferior. His main concern
was keeping the Union together.
The slaves were secondary. Lincoln was not some moral crusader with infinite wisdom. He,
like our leaders today, was a human being with flaws and a politician who wanted to keep his office and his power. Lincoln was
not perfect
I have ambivalent views about
this country. I wish I could Invite
these two white students to walk
In my shoes. If they could do that,
then they would realize that
theory and practice don't always
coincide.
This country does not treat
everyone the same. People are
treated differently and given
different rewards according to
race, sex, sexual preference,
creed and everything else that
distinguishes us from others.
What makes me angry Is that
we are talking about a 400-yearold system, and everyone thinks
it can be eradicated in 30 years.
We have radical black leaders
like Farrakhan telling us the
whites are genetically Inferior,
and this Is why racism still
exists.
We have books like The Bell
Curve telling us the reason why
affirmative action and other programs to give more opportunity

to non-whites haven't worked is
because blacks and other minorities are genetically Inferior. .
We have whites who think racism is a thing of the past and reverse discrimination is the norm.
We have blacks who think it is futile to fight for Justice in this
corrupt system, so we should
separate ourselves from the
whites?
All this Is going on because
people are so Impatient Slavery
is as old as humankind. Every
culture has practiced it in some
form or another. Things change,
but not as fast as people want.
There Is no superior race, and
every culture in the world has
contributed to civilization. But
nobody sees that.
In the past, we were taught
only the Europeans contributed
to civilization. Now there Is a
move in the opposite direction.
Why do we go to these extremes?
We cant help It It's going to take
a lot of work to find a middle
ground.
Jocelyn Taylor
Senior
Political Science

::i

The News welcomes feedback !{■
from lfs readers. Letters to the ;'.
Editor should Include the '•:
writer's name, year at the Unl- !
verslty and major. A reader who j
drops off alerter at The News of- ;
flee in 210 West Hail must have '
valid photo Identification."
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Department to host
"Young Women in
Science" program
The University Biology
Department, in cooperation
with Bowling Green City
Schools and Continuing Education, International and
Summer Programs, will
host 40 seventh-grade girls
at Its first "Young Women
in Science" program on
April 22.
The event will begin at 9
am. in the Life Sciences
Building at the University.
Charlene Waggoner, an
instructor of biological sciences at the University, has
planned four sessions with
activities taking place in
classrooms, laboratories
and outside at the University pond.
The girls from Bowling
Green Junior High School
will rotate between the sessions In small groups. Students will participate in a
handson experiment in the
chemistry lab, take a close
look at what lives in a campus pond and learn about
physiology of the human
body.
Glnny Chambers, a Bowling Green High School science teacher and one of the
organizers of Young Women in Science, has invited
parents to attend the closing session at 3 p.m. at the
University's Planetarium.
Mary Schindewolf will
present 'To Shine Almost
Forever The Incredible
Lives of the Stars" as the
final portion of the day-long
program.
Interested seventh-grade
girls at Bowling Green Junior High School may obtain
an application from their
science teachers. The fee is
$15. Registration will be on
a first-come, first-serve
basis, with 40 paid applicants accepted for the program.
For more information,
contact Continuing Education, International and
Summer Programs at the
University at 372-8181.

Fifteen years ago today, Andrew
Young, a former U.S. ambassador to
the United Nations, talked about the
U.S. economy and foreign trade, the
Iranian crisis and the upcoming
presidential election to an audience of
3,500 in Anderson Arena.

Group discusses
multi- culturalism
The Graduate Student
Senate will conduct an
Interactive discussion on
"Multlculturallsm in
Higher Education'' Thursday at 4:30 p.m. at the
United Christian Fellowship on Thurstin Avenue.
Several people will direct
discussion groups regarding multiculturalism, said
Vllma Matos-Ortlz, chairwoman of the Multicultural
Affairs Committee of GSS
and GSS president-elect.
The GSS prepared for the
discussion by passing out a
survey to Incoming and
outgoing University graduate students, asking for the
subjects they believe
should be addressed. Multiculturalism in higher education was a concern of
many students.
"What we are planning to
do Is to present one large
presentation, get into discussion groups and then reconvene into the larger
groups," Matos-Ortlz said.
"The environment mostly
depends on the people.'*
Student presentations
and articles will be discussed to help generate
ideas. Matos-Ortlz emphasized a need for feedback.
One student who may
help lead a discussion
group is Matt Johnson, a
GSS representative for
American Culture Studies.
Johnson said he hopes to
bring about a discussion
about political correctness
and multlculturallsm.
" 'Political correctness' is
a very ill-defined term, "
Johnson said. "I think the
[political] right uses that
term as a mask to attack the
gains made by women and
people of color in the past
generation."
Johnson said he hopes the
discussion group will bring
awareness for this and
other issues.
"I nope we can use this
discussion as a springboard
and help people to become
more aware of multiculturalism," Johnson said.

"Actors like John Barrymore and
Charles Laughton, those guys that
could transform themselves into
different characters every time out of
the box, they were my favorite actors."
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-Randy Quaid.actor
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ACROSS THE NATION
who starred in TVs "China
Beach," portrays a country lass
who falls In love with a British
soldier.
Friel, Ireland's best-known living playwright, won a best-play
Tony Award In 1992 for "Dancing
at Lughnasa," which had a oneyear run on Broadway.
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Everything you ever
wanted to know about
Jimmy Carter
ATLANTA - Jimmy Carter got
a sneak preview of his screen
biography and pretty much liked
what he saw.
The former president said he
enjoyed "about 90 percent" of the
TV biography to air on the A&E
Television Network next Tuesday.
"I think it's a good historical
film as well," Carter said after
seeing a preview Tuesday.
The film recounts how Carter
grew up the son of a segregationist father and a racially tolerant mother. Andrew Young,
former U.N. ambassador and
former mayor of Atlanta, says in
the film that Carter's attempt to
reconcile his parents' racial
views helped him develop his
skills as a negotiator.
Carter choked up after the preview when he reflected on his relationship with his father.
"I've really been kind of emotionally defensive of my father
because in those days. My father
was the typical progressive and, I
might say, a very enlightened
Southern farmer," Carter said.
"But in retrospect, if s hard for
us to accept those days, and I just
thank God that they're no longer
with us."

MIAMI SHORES, Fla. - David
Brinkley presented his fellow
ABC newsman Ted Koppel with a
journalism award named for
Brinkley.
The "Nightllne" anchorman
received the David Brinkley Award for Excellence In Communication at Barry University on
Tuesday.
Brinkley was the first recipient
of the award in 1987. Subsequent
awards have carried his name.
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mote his movie "Outbreak." Bacall appeared recently in Robert made him a star 30 years ago and
Altman's "Ready to Wear," about saved him from endless roles
atop a camel,
the fashion Industry.
town promoting a movie that
Other Americans who have
received the French honor inThe 63-year-old actor spends
clude Sylvester Stallone, Clint
much of his time now playing
Eastwood and Tony Curtis.
bridge and tending to the 30
racehorses he keeps in Argentina. But he dropped all that to
Oh, Omar
show up for the re-release on FriNEW YORK - Omar Sharif is in day of "Doctor Zhivago." ~

The G.S.S. Multicultural Affairs Committee
invites you to its first

G.S.S. Circle

Multlculturallsm In Higher Education

ON
THURSDAY, APRIL 6,

French love Hoffman
and Bacall

1995
4:30-6:00 PM
UNITED CHRISTIAN
FELLOWSHIP

PARIS - Dustin Hoffman and
Lauren Bacall are the latest
American actors to be inducted
into the prestigious French Order
of Arts and Letters.
Culture Minister Jacques Toubon honored the stars at a ceremony Tuesday, designating Bacall a commander in the order
and Hoffman an officer.
Hoffman was in Paris to pro-

For More Information Call 372-2426

Short run on Broadway

Just a fraction of our time watching movies
could help bring many happy endings.
It^s so easy to help your
■
five hours of volunteer time
community, when you think
§
per week the standard of
about it.
f
giving in America.
Millions of people have f21mM. F^—
Get involved with the
helped make five percent VlIVCMVB» causes you care about
of their incomes and
»towi(ii«*ui«i»i«wa»/r and give five.

NEW YORK - Brian Dennehy
and Dana Del any will be out of a
job come Sunday.
"Translations," the Brian Friel
drama In which they star, will
close after only a three-week run
on Broadway. The play, set in Ireland in 1833, got mixed reviews.
Dennehy, who was In such movies as "Presumed Innocent,"
"Gorky Park" and "FX," plays a
drunken schoolmaster. Delany,
vary, but they al

depend on kinko's^

Applications tor
Deadline to apply is 5 p.m.
Thursday, April 13.

•
•
»
•
•
•

fall 1995 BG News editor
Summer BG News editor
1995-96 Gavel editor
1995-96 KEY yearbook
1995-96 Miscellany editor
1995-96 Obsidian editor

are now being accepted. Application forms may
be picked up at 204 West Hall.
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White House
redesigned by
third graders
Aaron Epple
The BC News

Bowling Green elementary
school students will give President Bill and Hillary Rodham
Clinton some suggestions on how
to improve their home later this
month.
With the help of the University
chapter of the American Institute of Architecture Students,
members of a third-grade class
at Kenwood Elementary School
have each redesigned one room
of the White House.
"It's a good learning experience for them," said Andy
Maurer, president of AIAS.
"They came to understand
different styles of houses and
what goes into building a house.
They caught on quick."
On the first of three visits last
February, various AIAS members performed a skit that outlined the design process, from
finding out the client's needs and
cooperating with building codes
to actually designing the structure. The AIAS members used
various architectural tools for illustration.
The third graders were asked
to observe buildings in Bowling
Green to appreciate their differences.
"[The AIAS members] went by
what the children knew," said
Lora Jorrey, the Kenwood thirdgrade teacher in charge of the
class. "They concentrated on
what went into a design, such as
why certain things were needed
in certain places and why a room
in the courthouse would be
different from a room In McDon-

Something Fishy

ald's."
Throughout the project, the
students divided into small
groups. The groups engaged in
understanding the meanings and
purposes of various building
plans and drew a floor plan of
their own classroom.
After viewing a video on the
White House, each student selected his or her favorite room
and redesigned it. The Oval Of-

"It's a good learning
experience for them.
They came to
understand different
styles of houses and
what goes into
building a house.
They caught on
quick."
Andy Maurer
president
flee was the most popular choice.
The final Kenwood floor plans
will be submitted to the Clinton
family in late April via Ohio Representative Marcy Kaptur.
Jorrey said the project worked
well with the children's study of
Washington, DC, and the American government.
"It was great for the kids to
learn about a new career," she
said. "It was a nice, integrated
unit. It utilized Individualized attention, communication skills
and cooperative groups."

«■ HB

T»« BC NCWIAUM Wcltiiur

Biology 204 student Joe Scott watches one of a pair of Siamese I ial behavior Wednesday afternoon. "I cant wait until [the fish]
fighting fish with great tenacity to measure its responses to var- fight," Scott said,
loos outside stimuli la a laboratory exercise dealing with terrltor- |

Greek groups vote on Union
Genell Pavellch
The BC News

Fox Kmi Apartments
Itowlillif (»r«'«"ll I iiu-I aiiai'lniiiil I i \ in;
2\(> S. \l. ... . K.I.

The Interfraternity Council
and the Panhellenic Council
voted on the proposal to look at
the usefulness of the University's current student Union in
their respective meetings Monday and Tuesday nights.
Todd Coy, IPC president, said
the proposal was supported unan-

imously by the members of the
IPC
"We wanted to support the Undergraduate Student Government and the Graduate Student
Senate in their push to pass this
proposal," he said.
The proposal, similar to the
ones passed by USG and GSS,
recognized the importance of the
student Union to be a unifying
force for students.

Thl» Week at the
College of Musical Arts
Bowling Green State University

16,8 p.m.
Jazz Lab Band

I la\ en I louse Manor
Apartments

ee.

Friday, Aprif7.8 p.m.
Jszz Weak f5 Guest Artist: Conrad Harwig,

i.:»!."»!■;. \\i...-iii si.

Saturday, April 8,8 p.m.
Jazz Week 95 8. Festival Series: Cleo Ulna
8. The John Denkworth Group
Kobacker Hell. S
Sunday, April 9,4 p.m.
Concert and University Bands
Kobacker Hall, Free.
Monday, April 10,4 p.m.
Master Class: Jane Carl, clarinet
Bryan Recital Hall. Free.
Monday, April 10,8 p.m.
Quest Artist: Jane Carl, clarinet
Bryan Recital Hall. Free.
Tuesday, April 11,11:30 a.m.
Faculty Artist Series: Faculty Composers.
Bryan Recital HB», 11 JO a.m.
Tuesday. April 11,8 p.m.
Trombone Ensemble
Bryan Recital Hall, Free.
Wednesday, Aprin2.8 p.m.
Faculty Scholar Series: Dra. Vincent
Corrlgan, Richard KenneU and William Lake
Bryan Recital Hall, Free.

Preferred Properties
Management Company
530 S. Maple
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352-9378

Moor* Muticel
Arts Center Box
Office open
weekdays noon-8
p.m. Call 3724171
or 800/588-2224
for tickets. 24-Hour
Mueic Concert
Hotline: 372-8888

Thursday, April 11.8 p.m
Trumpat EnaemMa.
Bryan Recital Hal, Free vr- ■
Friday./Urh 14,1 p.m.
ACappalSaCholrandUi
and University Women's

Chorus.

Kobacker Hall, Free.

The proposal also requested
President Olscamp or the new
president form a committee of
various students, including
Greek members, and faculty to
review conditions of the current
Union and what needs to be done
to improve it
"The more support the proposals have, the more apt the president is to look at them," he said.
Amanda Bohardt, Panhellenic
Council president, said the proposal was also unanimously
voted on in their meeting.
"I think this passing is significant for the Panhellenic Council
because it helps to show that we
are also involved in issues outside the Greek system," she said.
"It is a step in the right direction
to show how involved and concerned we are about this issue."
Bohardt said the proposal was
brought about because students

were not happy with the current
student Union. She said the proposal Included the idea that the
union should foster communication between students, which
they do not believe the current
Union does.
"We are asking the president to
establish a committee with a
wide range of students and faculty to come up with ideas of how
to make the Union more effective
for students," she said.
She also said those proposing
the committee would also like the
student organizations offices to
be located in the Union in the future.
"All the student organizations
would be able to be at the Union,
which would give them better
access to one another," Bohardt
said.
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College Life:
A Few Things To Know
KWOIV. Which aff-camptiS
hcokshtt vvJ// buy jjack your
(tfeal fn? ttxtbooks -for more t^i^n 25«" *«cA.

K^OVV: witch 'r30-^y^'lnu+€^-or-i^■/f-frec%,
pizza place aJway$ Takes exactly 3» ftWiufts.

KNOW:

which *•'.

^M«rfer-e«tin5 laundromat
machines "fo avoid.

KMCMV THE Cope;
1TAIV/AW COJTJ l«J THA* I-Joo-COILECT:
Hey, on college campuses those "in the know" are the ones who
rule And it's not just about being smart in the classroom, it's about
being wise with your wallet as well. So if you want a great low price
on a collect call, just dial 1 800-CALL-ATT It always costs less than
1-800-COLLECT Always.
There are lots of tricky things for you to learn at college, but here's
something that's easy: KNOW THE CODE, and save the person on the
other end some serious money You'll be glad you did.

arc
ALWAYS COSTS LESS
THAN 1-800-COLLECT.*

AKT. \bur True Vrice:

• tamottra odwfcd MOOOCUaCT a a nrvte nk it MQ
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University hires
dean of libraries
Heather Cvengroj
The BC News

Rush Miller, the former dean
of libraries and learning resources at Jerome Library, left in
August for a similar position at
the University of Pittsburgh.
Linda Dobb will fill the new position.
Dobb, former assistant university librarian for administrative
services at San Francisco State
University, will begin her duties
as dean July 1.
Eloisc Clark, vice president for
Academic Affairs, said Dobb's
enthusiasm and creative ideas
will greatly benefit the University.
"Dr. Dobb comes to us with a
great deal of experience and varied background," Clark said. "We
are impressed by her considerable experience in advanced technologies and look forward to her
role in continued development of
the library In this area."
Dobb said the position appealed to her because of the
"great reputation" of the library,
and the atmosphere of collegiality and support for the library
she felt when she visited the
campus.
"The University's library is
great," Dobb said. "I'm thrilled
for the offer and look forward to
coming." Dobb has two main
goals for the library. The first is
to expand the electronic library.
She also wants to open a new

storage facility so there will be
more room for collections, services, computers and people.
Dobb said the University's library has a strong advantage
over San Francisco State.
"The OhioNet Is fabulous,"
Dobb said. "The system at San
Francisco State is not a statewide network and not as well developed." As chairwoman of the
Educational Technology Advisory Committee at San Francisco
State, Dobb worked with faculty
to examine trends in multimedia,
universal computing and the use
of Internet resources throughout
the curriculum.
Some of the projects she
helped develop during her fiveyear tenure at the university
were the creation of a CD-ROM
network and the utilization of
ATM technology for distance
learning.
Dobb said she has been working with technology in one way or
another since 1978.
"Libraries must move with the
trends toward new formats for
data, new ideas for information
literacy and new ways of serving
students and faculty," Dobb said.
Dobb said she believes the
University is well-positioned to
realize the benefits of the new
technologies and move ahead in
exciting directions.
Positive aspects in which the
University is preparing for the
future include Ohiolink, hightech classrooms at Olscamp Hall,

ABSOLUTELY the
very LOWEST

Prices In

i in:

Dobb

Gill said he would be happy to
"We have families, college kids
order it.
and older people. It's all across
According to Gill, special or- the board," he said.
A new multi-media store
Gill said the University's presopened last Thursday In the ders are a big part of On Cue's
ence was a big factor when conWoodland Mall, and word has It business.
sidering a location in Bowling
the business is right "On Cue."
"If we dont have, we'll get It," Green. He said On Cue stores are
"On Cue" has a variety of Gill said. "We like to think of usually opened in smaller cities
wares for the entire community. ourselves as a full-media store." and towns.
Stocked with CDs, cassette tapes,
Opening up a new store in a
books, posters, apparel, softGill grew up in a small town
ware, videos and a children's sec- small town was a lot of work, ac- and said he feels very comfortation, the store is equipped to cording to Gill. But he said the ble in Bowling Green. GUI said
meet all media needs. If they response has been positive, and half of the store's employees are
don't have it, manager Michael business has been good.
University students.

the opening of Internet accounts
and the University's involvement
in the Northwest Ohio Regional
Cooperative Book Depository located in Perrysburg.
In addition to her background
in technology, Dobb is active in
outreach programs that foster
the role of libraries and librarians as the center of an information-driven society.

Trivial Pursuit

Last summer she received a
$138,000 grant from the Department of Education to develop a
student-staffed training program
on the Americans With Disabilities Act for the small business
community.
Dobb has also written many
publications for professional
journals and has made numerous
presentations on the use of new
technology in libraries, including
a recent program titled "The
Changing Face of Librarianship:
Library Education for the 21st
Century."

Geneii Pavellch
The BC News

SOI III SHU: <»
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Andrea Wood
The BC News
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Jon Gulch, an intramural sports representative, (left) and Kelly Six discuss sports trivia at the health
fair yesterday In the Lenhart Grand Ballroom. The fair was sponsored by Student Health Services and
the Student Wellness Center.

Ethnic sorority seeks charter

^.B.G.'s Largest
and most unique
selection of
Imported
Town BEERS!

I»\IM V SHIMS

,'37 S MAIN

New shop caters to all

352 8639

There is a new sorority on
campus that many students may
not be aware of, but it may soon
be an official part of the Greek
community.
Sigma Lambda Gamma, a hispanic sorority, was founded in
the fall with 10 members. The
group is in the colonizing process
to become a national chapter and

a member of the Panhellenic
Council.
Harida Fernandez, president of
the sorority, said the group hopes
to apply for national status by the
end of April.
As part of national requirements, the group had to establish
a budget and bylaws; have 10
members; have a graduate adviser, sponsor an educational
program, a fundraiser and a service program; and have a minimum grade point average of 2.5
overall. There are also requirements it has to fulfill to btfeome a
member of the Panhellenic
Council Including an overall
grade point average of 2.2 and
participation in community service projects.
"As soon as we apply for chapter status and get it, we can submit a letter to join the Panhellenic Council," she said.

Dawn Mays, graduate student
adviser for the sorority, said the
group is a great opportunity for
students.
"Any Greek organization allows students to find a secure
environment where they feel
comfortable to challenge themselves and take risks," she said.
"With this sorority, the members
can help one another with a cultural understanding and focus."
Mays said some ethnic groups
are sometimes forgotten and this
is a good opportunity to reach
those people. She also said the
group has worked hard to get
where they are at today.
"This is a hardworking group
of women because it is not easy
to start up any organization," she
said. "I think the fruits of their
labor will be that in five years
this will be a strong vibrant chapter at the University."

Make the SMART

Although the sorority is geared
to attract Hispanic women,
anyone who is interested In joining can do so.
"Our area of concentration is
to promote cultural heritage, but
anyone who is interested can
Join," Fernandez said.
Sigma Lambda Gamma will
also have a Information session
during rush week in the fall to
help make students more aware
of the group, Fernandez said.
Fernandez said she has had
contact with the Greek system in
the past and she had hoped for
something like this to be established.
"It has been my goal to see the
Hispanic culture represented,"
she said. "I hope this helps to enlighten students to cultural rich-

♦ Buff Apartments-call
♦ Campbell Hill-1 left
♦ Frazee Avenue Apts-i left
♦ 334 NMain-2 left

Call or stop In for a complete listing of available apartments and houses.

Greenbriar Inc.
224 E. Wooster

Somewhere, there is someone you
want to be with. Let Greyhound
take you there. We go to more
than 2400 destinations around the
country. Fares are low every day on
every bus. Just walk up and buy

your ticket. You'll be on your way
to a great time together. Don't let a
Few miles stand between you and
that special someone. To Find out
about low fares and convenient
schedules, call 1-800-231-2222.

JTYGO Greyhound

gJ0 mdfavtmadmtnglom.
O ms C*»vfc«-d I J*«. W Often iwrw*- -ml l»M*»it*w «w*v
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352-0717
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BEST BUY
Continued from page one.
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Time Line

passage, Marsh claims It would
have been extremely difficult to
gather the signatures and file the
paperwork necessary for something to go to referendum.
"I think they didn't file ■ referendum because they didn't
have enough signatures. We've
never seen them," Marsh said.
"They Imply that there's a massive groundswell of people, but
there's only a few that consistently come [to Council meetings]."
After being notified of this, the
group abandoned the petition and
began researching the emergency clause Council attached to
the bill.

WWfc Bowling Green enter* into
what Mayor Waj Hoffman calls a
"binding agreement with Plain
Township to annex property on
the south aide of Bfahop Road,
east of Brim Road. In the agreement, Plain Township would get
at least 50 percent of taxea collected on the property for 15
yean.
Late Dec. 1994: An anonymous
concern, later discovered to be
from Best Buy, announces intent
to build a distribution facility in
either Bowling Green or Findlay.
A west side land owner requests
that zoning of his Bishop Road
property be changed from agricultural to light industrial.

"Ohio Revised Code specifically says that the wording in this
bill is not a valid reason," said
unofficial group spokesman Dan
Danowski.
Using this line of reasoning,
Danowski suggested at Monday's
Council meeting that perhaps the
zoning change is invalid - a
charge Marsh denies.

Jan. 20,1995: Mayor Hoffman and
city administrator Colleen Smith
have a meeting with concerned
citizens. According to Susan
Reyle, the dry stmdidnotdisclose
the name of the company.
Feb. 1: Bowling Green Planning
Commission meets to discuss zoning change of Bishop Road property; votes 7-2 against rezoning.
Week of Feb. 20: Beat Buy backs
out of Bowling Green property,
deddes to build facility In Findlay.

: "The 'what next' is up
: to Council. I'm
interested to see how
people of integrity
respond to this. Is
Council going to be
proactive or
reactive?"

Feb. 20: At a City Council meeting, after the Best Buy dropout has
been announced, the Planning
Commission reverses its earlier
decision and votes in favor of rezoning. Council passes the measure with an emergency cla use.
March 9: A group of concerned
dozens files an intent for a referendum. It is certified and they begin collecting petitions.

David Kollar
non-partisan group member

April 3: Group goes to Council
meeting and challenges validity
of zoning change based on the
emergency clause attached to the
bill.

"Even their own information
indicated that the ordinance was
valid," Marsh said, referring to
an earlier statement by the
group.
Hancock pursued a different
avenue — an appeal to Ohio Gov.
George Voinovich for advice.
Voinovich's office referred the
group to Secretary of State Bob
Taft.
"We wrote to Gov. Voinovich
expressing our concern over
what the emergency ordinance is
in Bowling Green, and wondering
how [the Planning Commission]
vote got changed before the City
Council meeting," Hancock said.
"We're waiting on a response
from Bob Taft since he's the person to contact on ballot initiatives."
If the Issue Is the emergency
clause. Marsh said it is the
group's right to protest
"If they want to discuss the use
of emergency clauses In general,
fine," Marsh said. "Everyone's
entitled to their opinion."

ROUTE
Continued from page one.

Alleged
smuggler
maybe
cleared
The Associated Press
DAYTON - A co-defendant in a
drug case has said in writing
Greenville Postmaster Joyce
Marie Daniels was not Involved
in an alleged plan to smuggle cocaine from Los Angeles to Dayton.
But then Milton Rand disappeared, and prosecutors are
questioning the validity of the
statement he left behind.
Daniels' attorney, John H.
Rion, said Tuesday he may try to
Introduce in court the statement
Rand provided to Rion's secretary on Jan. 6.
However, assistant U.S. Attorney Margaret Quinn said she was
suspicious of the written statement. She noted if the statement
is used without Rand being
found, prosecutors would be unable to cross-examine him.
Rand, who was last seen on Jan.
6, said in the statement information he gave to police implicating
Daniels in the alleged conspiracy
was false.
Daniels, Rand
McCleskey Jr.
with one count
since December
ute cocaine.

and Donald R
were charged
of conspiring
1993 to distrib-

Daniels and Rand also are
charged with traveling in interstate commerce to promote a
criminal enterprise, and
McCleskey is charged with three
other felonies. All three face potential life sentences in prison.
Daniels, who has been postmaster for three years, is on
leave pending the outcome of the
case.

Smith said.
"We don't have a mechanism to [count pedestrians],"
Smith said. "Poggemeyer Design is to submit a proposal to
do so."
In a Jan. 10 Interview with
The News, Smith said it would
probably be 60 to 90 days until
a accurate count could be delivered to City Council.
Eighty-five days have
passed since this statement
was made.

Thieves hit students'
cars in stealing spree
Aaron Gray
The BG News
Police are Investigating a
Tuesday morning breaking and
entering spree involving at least
four student-owned vehicles.
Radar detectors, car stereos
and other expensive items
were reportedly missing
from cars
parked on Napoleon Road,
Lehman
Avenue and
Sixth Street.
■ More than
$700 worth of
merchandise was reportedly stolen from a truck parked at the

400 block of Lehman Avenue.
Among the missing items were a
radar detector, pull-out
stereo/cassette player, dlscman,
sunglasses, CB with a PA system
and 13 compact discs.
■ A $210 compact disc player
and five CDs were reportedly
taken from a second car parked
at the same location.
■ A radar detector,
stereo/cassette player and
several other items totaling more
than $300 were reportedly missing from a car parked at the 200
block o' '-Toleon Road.
■ A b^, one, two radar detectors and a book bag totaling
$185 were reportedly stolen from
a pickup truck parked at the 800

block of Sixth Street.
The methods of entering the
vehicles reportedly ranged from
prying or breaking open windows
to prying open doors.
Police Chief Galen Ash said the
thefts were probably committed
by the same person or persons.
"It was probably someone going through the area on foot looking in cars for valuables," he
said.
Ash recommended that students be more cautious with expensive items.
"It's like I've said before, if
you leave your radar detector sitting out in the open, chances are
it will be gone when you come
back," he said.

POLICE
■ Police cited a man for open
container on March 30 after they
observed him drinking from a
mason Jar en East Wooster
Street. The man told police, "All I
wanted to do was take this beer
home, drink it and go to bed," according to the police report.
■ A Maple Street resident told
police on March 30 someone
drove a bulldozer all over his
sidewalk.
■ On March 30 a bicycle cop
was run off of East Wooster
Street by a car coming out of
Fraternity Row.
■ A woman warned for driving
without headlights reportedly
told an officer she was from
Egypt and gave him a driver's license written in Arabic.
■ On Friday evening a man was
spotted masturbating in his light
blue Cougar in the parking lot of
Foodtown, 1080 S. Main St. The
alleged masturbator was later
seen heading out of town.
■ On Friday several youths allegedly threw something in a

woman's car and "gave her the
finger."
■ Police cited a man who was
seen walking up and down Court
Street Saturday momlng "kicking cars."
■ A drunk man was charged
with disorderly conduct while intoxicated after police found him
passed out in a South Summit
Street yard. The man reportedly
was uncooperative and attempted to punch an officer, who told
him several times to "settle
down."
■ An employee of the Wood
County Hospital told police she
received four obscene phone
calls Saturday morning. The caller reportedly asked for a nurse
because he was "watching the
neighbor girl." He reportedly
called later breathing heavily
and asking for the pediatric department, saying he was "having
a personal problem."
■ Two Haskins Road residents
told police they believe their
grandson broke into their apart-

ment and stole three guns, a
watch, a ring and 25 silver dollars. The thief reportedly defecated In the residents' underwear
and tossed the underwear under
their bed. The residents reportedly said this is not the first time
it has happened.
■ An employee of Subway, 828
S. Main St., told police she
received harassing phone calls
Saturday night. According to the
police report, the caller first
asked, "Have you ever been
robbed?" and then called back to
say, "First time for everything."
■ An employee of Amerlstop,
811 Haskins Rd., told police
someone was tampering with her
doughnuts over the weekend.
The woman reportedly found the
doughnuts moved to the south
end of the building on Saturday
morning and then came in Monday morning to find no doughnuts whatsoever. The woman requested an extra patrol of the
area.

f

rmadillo s
COUNTRY 6 WESTERN DANCE CLUD

In the Monday night meeting,
Council President Joyce Kepke
told the group Council would
consider their concerns and get
back with the group at the next
meeting, a move Kollar said puts
the ball back in Council's court
"The "what next' Is up to Council," Kollar said. "I'm Interested
to see how people of Integrity respond to this. Is Council going to
be proactive or reactive?"
"They can make it invalid or
put it on the ballot for us," Ray le
said.

PRESENTS

COLLEGE
'level^fitt
353-0988

19 & over

104 S. MHIN

JOHN NEWLOVE REAL ESTATE
SUMMER & FALL RENTALS

NITE

EVERY THURSDAY
18 & OVER WELCOME FREE WITH VALID COLLEGE ID.

LINE BANGING

(Too many to list)

■

,

■■■■"•■■■•Ji ^^

Large assortment of
Houses, Duplexes, and
Apartments
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DRINK SPECIAL
UVE ENTERTAINMENT

Stop in to 319 E. Wooster for a brochure of
complete details and speak with our friendly staff!
354-2260
John Newlove Real Estate 319 E. Wooster
(across from Taco Bell)

Take North 76 to Alexis Rd. Turn IcR nn Altxis.for two miles.
Located ncroae from the Toledo Trade Center.
1860 W. Alex). , Toledo (419)809-0303
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Cleveland named
national leader
ofredevelopment
Non-profit groups
help low-income
city residents
find homes, jobs
M.R. Kropko
The Associated Press
CLEVELAND - The city is a
national model of neighborhood
redevelopment, the head of a
national low-income housing
support organization said
Wednesday.
"I think Cleveland is perhaps
one of the best cities in the country to look at in the national debate [on inner-city redevelopment]," said F. Barton Harvey
III, chairman and chief executive
officer of The Enterprise Foundation.
The non-profit organization
based in Columbia, Md., was established in 1982 to find ways to
help low-income people achieve
home ownership and become
self-sufficient.
Harvey came to the city
Wednesday for two days of
events focusing on what Cleveland has done to restore its housing and bring businesses back
into the inner-city.

Humane Society
declares 'crisis',
calls for training,
record-keeping
The Associated Press
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Mayor Michael R. White, in his F. Barton Harvey III, chairman of the Enterprise Foundation, said
State of the City speech on Jan. Cleveland has done one of the best jobs la the country In Inverting la
20. noted that in 1994, for the Its neighborhoods as well as Its downtown area.
third year in a row, Cleveland
built and restored more homes
than were torn down.

"I think Cleveland is perhaps one of the best
cities in the country to look at in the national
debate [on inner-city redevelopment]."

F. Barton Harvey III
chairman

"What's critical is that if peoareas and neighborhoods and has
done one of the best Jobs of the ple decide there's no hope and no
country, and that's why wc are way and if the country decides
the federal government shouldn't
Harvey said in an interview the highlighting Cleveland," he said.
have any role in helping cities
city did not forsake its lowHe said The Enterprise Foun- come back, you are facing a
income neighborhoods to rebuild
its downtown. He said few other dation, which recently focused as bleak future indeed," Harvey
said.
cities, from his perspective, have well on accomplishments in BosThe Enterprise Foundation
as good a record of cooperation ton, is attempting to emphasize in
among non-profit community or- a public way inner-city redeve- works in ISO cities and with some
500 non-profit* groups across the
ganizations, , businesses and lopment gains, out of concern
nation and has provided some
Congress
may
cut
federal
assisgovernment.
tance programs for inner-city $1.2 billion in loans, grants and
equity investments, he said.
"Cleveland has systematically housing.
Invested both in the downtown

YOU'VE SEEN THE REST,
NOW CHECK OUT THE BEST.

WINTHROP TERRACE
APARTMENTS
Limited number of One & Two Bedroom apartments
at three great locations available with:
- Ceiling Fans
- Free Private Campus Shuttle
- Two (2) Pools
- Furnished or Unfurnished
- Air Conditioning - 24 Hour Maintenance
- On Site Laundry Facilities
- Gas Heat, Cooking, Water, Sewer, Trash Pickup
Included
Office Located at: 400 E. Napoleon Rd.
352-9135
.****.

Animal shelter
guilty of abuse

A panel discussion involving
U.S. Housing and Urban Development Secretary Henry G. Cisneros was scheduled for
Wednesday night The Federal
Reserve Bank of Cleveland
planned to host a meeting Thursday on corporate roles in renewal
efforts.

But the Council for Economic
Opportunities in Greater Cleveland's annual "Poverty Indicators" report, released last month,
estimated that 42 percent of the
city's population lives below federal poverty standards. The rate
is close to 80 percent In some
neighborhoods.
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THOSE BUNS!

The Associated Press
LEBANON, OHIO - A judge on
Wednesday dismissed charges
against a couple accused of making a handgun accessible to their
son, who fatally shot a 14-yearold friend.
Warren County Court Judge
Kathleen Porter Stolle upheld the
defense's argument that there
was no legal basis for the misdemeanor charges against John
and Mabel Wessendarp.
"This court in no way condones
what happened here, but it Is
bound by law, and the conduct of
the defendants as shown by the

evidence does not fit any crime,"
Stolle said. "This court Is not insensitive to the plight of the family of the victim."
The judge's ruling ended a trial
that began Monday. John Wessendarp, 48, and his wife, Mabel,
40, of Oregonia, declined to
comment.
The mother of Brandon Gilbert, the shooting victim, rushed
toward the Wessendarps after
the judge's ruling. She was restrained by court personnel.
"They kept loaded guns all
over the house," Janet Gilbert
told a reporter.
The Wessendarps had been
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APPLY NOW FOR THE POSITION OF
USG EXECUTIVE SECRETARY
• Good Pay: $4.50 per hour
20 hours per week
• Great People
• Excellent Experience

j * Computer skills and experience preferred
Applications can be picked up at 40S student services and must
be back by 5:00 pm, April 11th. You must also apply through
student employment, 4th floor, student services
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charged with endangering children, negligent homicide and Improperly furnishing firearms to a
minor. Their son, Billy, then 13,
accidentally shot his schoolmate
June 8 while the youths were
handling a revolver, police said.
Neither parent was home when
the shooting occurred.
Janet Gilbert testified Tuesday
she would not have allowed her
son to spend the night there if
she had known weapons would be
present, or if she had known the
boys would be alone.
"There Is no case anywhere
where a non-shooter has been
charged with negligent homi-

cide," defense lawyer James
Perry told the judge. "As far as
the Wessendarps providing
firearms to a minor, the mere
presence of firearms is not equivalent to providing firearms."
James Beaton, an assistant
county prosecutor, argued that
by allowing children access to
weapons in their home, the Wessendarps had endangered them.
"The fact that the boys handled
the handguns demonstrates their
accessibility," Beaton said.
Police said they searched the
Wessendarps' Oregon
home
and found more than 12 weapons.

Wright State may investigate
city's school superintendent
The Associated Press

ties justify the $12,000-a-year
agreement he had with Wright
DAYTON - Wright State Uni- State until late 1994.
versity may investigate whether
the city's school superintendent
Williams and Wright State
performed duties that justified ended the agreement this year
the annual $12,000 payments he after Flack learned that Williams
received from the university for and College of Education Dean
nearly four years.
Fred Gies had arranged a
$32,000-a-year raise for WilAnd it may request repayment liams. The increase was to be in
from Superintendent James Wil- exchange for the superintendent
liams if no justification is found, lecturing two weeks a year at a
Wright State President Harley Wright State program in the
Flack said Tuesday.
British Virgin Islands.
Williams did not return a phone
call Wednesday seeking comWilliams said he repaid $8,000,
ment
the first payment of the $32,000
Williams already has repaid Increase, because he was unable
Wright State $8,000 for work he to teach at the island in January,
did not do. But he said his activi- as scheduled.
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A second investigation by a
private company called PICA
found several financial problems. It detailed accounting
procedures gone awry, grants
misused, personal use of funds
by staff and questionable use
of travel money. The city humane society asked PICA to
conduct the review.
PICA'S Investigation questioned spending by former
shelter Director Gerri Bain,
who resigned in September
after many of the problems
became public
The report said Bain spent
money on trips that were not
business-related.

Parents accused of negligent homicide when son shoots, kills friend

• Attend all general assembly meetings.
• Responsible for all clerical duties for the Executive
and Legislative Branches of the undergraduate
student government.
• Type minutes and legislation.

\

COLUMBUS - Two organizations have found evidence of
financial mismanagement and
animal abuse at the Capital
Area Humane Society.
The botched euthanasia of a
cat in August led to several
management resignations and
the evaluations, which were
released Tuesday.
The Humane Society of the
United States called the situation a "crisis." Its report
called for supervision of all
euthanasia procedures, ongoing training of staff and better
record-keeping of drugs.
Steps have been taken to
correct the problems, said Executive Director Deborah
Casto, who took over the shelter in January.
Animal care, euthanasia and
medical procedures have been
corrected, Casto said. Work
still is under way to improve
Internal controls over procedures and finances, she said.

But Casto's first concern is
for the animals.
"We'll fix broken legs before we buy computers," she
said.
The National Humane Society's 48-page report said the
shelter was "plagued by inefficiencies, waste and infighting that are characteristic of
poor organization and a lack of
common goals."
The report was most critical
of the euthanasia practices at
the shelter, calling them "inhumane." In two cases,
workers used Improperly
small dosages to kill animals.

Charges dropped in gun trial

Duties

It's almost embarrassing. Everywhere we go,
people compliment our buns. But we're not shy
V about them. We have the most unique buns in
town-our Week rolls. What's a Week? An
V
authentic German kaiser roll deliriously topped
V with salt and caraway seeds. And so, any time
you order sliced roast Beef-on-Weck or our great
v Weckburger,
you're also showing you know great'
v
buns when you see them.
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Why rant from NBWIOVS Rentals?
* No parental guarantees
* Some locations permit pets
'Fulltime maintenance
* Full lime office stall
* Duplexes & Houses Avail.
- 9 & 12 Month leases
'Summer leases
* Brochures available
Soma locations to choose from:
920 E. Wooster: FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER, ACROSS FROM CAMPUS!
S20 E. Reed: 2 Bdrm, Casablanca Fan, ACROSS FROM CAMPUS!
801-803 FUtti: Gnat prices with FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER!
300 Won: FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER & CLOSE TO CAMPUS!
.;
ABOVE DOWNTOWN BUSINESSES: 1 Bdrms, various locations!
222 & 228 S. College ■.IBdrms, FREE HEAT, WATER, SEWER!
725 Ninth: IBOnre, FREE WATER 4 SEWERt
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NEWI»VE
Rentals

328 S. Main
Our Only Offivv
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Juror dismissed
in Simpson trial

Clinton
pledges
military
support

Fears of mistrial
plague attorneys,
discharge delays
cross-examination

Barry Schweld
The Associated Press
WASHINGTON ~ President Clinton pledged
Wednesday not to launch
nuclear attacks against
countries that have no nuclear weapons and agree
not to acquire
them.
Similar
assurances will
be offered by
t
h
e
leaders of
Russia,
Britain
and Prance, Secretary of
State Warren Christopher
said in a statement drafted
for presentation to foreign
diplomats at the State Department.
And he said China would
provide similar assurances
as part of a United Nations
resolution.
Christopher, in his prepared statement, said the
presidential declaration
would be released later.
At the same time, Clinton
is reaffirming a U.S. commitment to help states
without nuclear weapons in
the event they are threatened or attacked by nuclear-armed countries,
Christopher said.
The dual pledges are in
response to "the legitimate
need" of non-nuclear countries for assurances "that
forgoing the nuclear option
does not jeopardize their
security," he said.
The president's move was
designed to promote indefinite extension of the
1968 Nuclear NonProliferation Treaty at an
international conference
that begins next week in
New York.
The treaty has kept the
number of countries with
nuclear weapons lower than
anticipated, reduced the
risk of nuclear conflict and
promoted the safe use of
nuclear energy. Christopher said.
"Only indefinite and unconditional extension of the
NPT can preserve this treaty's true strength," he said.
Two years of Intensive
diplomacy are paying off,
Christopher said. "We believe that a majority of NPT
parties will support indefinite extension."
U.S. Arms Control Director John D. Holum on Tuesday likened the Importance
of making the treaty permanent to the founding of the
United Nations SO years
ago.

44-year-old computer technician
with Los Angeles County Superior Court, took the empty seat.
The sexual and ethnic makeup
of the jury remains the same:
nine women and three men; eight
blacks, three whites and one Hispanic.

Linda Deutsch
The Associated Press
LOS ANGELES - The troubleplagued O.J. Simpson jury lost a
sixth member Wednesday, intensifying fears that a complete
panel won't survive the stresses
of the trial long enough to deliver
a verdict.
"It's a concern that we have,
that we'll be able to keep a pool
all the way through," said JoEllan Dlmltrius, a jury consultant for the defense.
The ouster of the 38-year-old
black woman, reportedly for failing to disclose her own experience with domestic abuse, left
APPkdo
only six alternate jurors - half of
House Speaker Newt Gingrich, of Georgia, left, and Senate Majority Leader Bob Dole of Kansas, pose
the original number. If the alterwith King Tusk during a performance of members of the RlngUng Brothers and Barnum and Bailey
native pool is exhausted and the
Q re us.
number of jurors falls below 12, a
mistrial would be declared unless both sides agreed to continue.
The dismissal delayed resumption of testimony by a key prosecution witness for 70 minutes
while lawyers and the judge met
in chambers.
When the jury finally was
formed what circus people call a crats - Gingrich said, "That was called into court, the judge asked
Sandra Sobleral
an independent, private- his clerk to pick another juror by
long mount.
The Associated Press
"We have the outer circus and enterprise circus decision about lot. Another black woman, a
WASHINGTON -- Three the inner circus," said House what works."
For Senate Majority Leader
months after the GOP swept into Speaker Newt Gingrich, R-Ga,
control, 130,000 pounds of pa- as he went to greet Ringling Bob Dole, a GOP presidential
chyderm - the Republicans' be- Bros, and Barnum & Bailey contender, it was a pictureperfect photo opportunity.
loved symbol - came lumbering president Kenneth Feld.
The 71-year-old Kansan posed
to Capitol Hill Wednesday.
Earlier Wednesday, Columbus
But bringing the circus to Con- (Ohio) Zoo director Jack Hanna beside the 48-year-old King Tusk
gress seemed almost redundant
("a young Republican," Dole
Christopher Cannell
quipped) and flashed reporters a
as House members debated
The Associated Press
which party claims the bigger
"thumbs-up."
WASHINGTON - State mediclowns.
As if on cue, the 14,762-pound cal boards disciplined 3,685 phyWhy bother with the performpachyderm curled his trunk up to sicians for misconduct and other
ing elephants and dancing girls
problems last year, a sharp Inon the Capitol plaza when you can
his forehead and winked.
Accompanied by a police crease but still only a tiny fracwatch professional politicians
defy logic, asked Rep. Luis GuRep. Luis Gutierrez motorcade of presidential pro- tion of practicing physicians.
The punishments ranged from
portions, the elephants had lumtierrez, D-Ill.
D-lll. bered trunk-to-tall the nearly two mild reprimands to revocations
"Step right up and you'll see
miles from the D.C. Armory, of licenses in the most serious
Republicans Juggle numbers," he
promised visitors to the House turned the animal-loving where the circus opens a two- cases that included alcohol or
gallery, bracing for at least six speaker's office Into a petting zoo week run on Thursday, to the Ca- drug abuse and sexual misconduct, according to the Federation
hours of debate on the GOP tax - complete with hissing cockroa- pitol.
ches and a fire-belly newt
Sen. Bob Smith, R-N.H, the of State Medical Boards.
ML
Federation leaders said the
Gingrich, cuddling a North only senator to oppose the perRep. Jack Kingston, R-Gu., who
followed Gutierrez to the House African fennec fox, confessed formance, said the sergeant-at- number of physicians disciplined
floor, said Democrats were sim- that his first boyhood dream was arms told him security for the rose 11.8 percent last year and
ply afraid of being trampled by to be a zoo director.
two-hour circus act would rival has climbed nearly 40 percent
charging elephants.
that used for the president's over three years.
The 3,685 represented threeIt took a House-Senate resolu- State of the Union address - a
"They already had that experience in November," Kingston tion to authorize the circus' cost to taxpayers of about
12Sth-annlversary performance $52,000.
said.
One by one. House members In the Capitol parking lot.
The plaza was roped off to the
Gingrich, who watched from a uninvited public but about 300
trooped to the microphone and
loaded tons of circus Jargon into folding chair placed on a small local schoolchildren packed the
the partisan speeches that slice of red carpet, reveled in the Capitol steps at Gingrich's inviperforming elephants' symbol- tation. They waved small Ameriopened the day's session.
can flags, marveled at the JumpIn a Capitol basement confer- ism.
Asked about the absence of roping dogs and giggled at the
ence room, Democrats calling
themselves the "GOP Prize Pa- donkeys - mascot for the Demo- clowning clowns.
trol" staged a mock TV show
awarding pretend $1 million cash
prizes to the "billionaire Benedict Arnolds" and wealthy corporations they said would benefit
from Republican legislation.
Outside, 13 five-ton elephants
balanced on their hind legs and

With the new panelist in her
seat, defense attorney Barry
Scheck resumed his scathing
cross-examination of veteran
police criminalist Dennis Fung,
focusing on the fact that a rookie
criminalist collected much of the
evidence in the case.
But attention was soon diverted from the witness stand.
During a sidebar conference, a
burly man clad in garish women's clothing and makeup was
ejected after an outburst in
which he accused another spectator of slapping him.
"He slapped me!" he said loudly. "He socked me in the face,
that punk."
"Take him out," the judge
ordered two bailiffs, who quickly
grabbed the man's arms and escorted him from the courtroom.
The man identified himself as
30-year-old Will B. King and said
he was from Orange County. His
real name was later found to be
William Beckingham. He was
wearing mismatched tennis
shoes, a dress and makeup. When
he won a seat in the daily courtroom lottery earlier in the trial,
he wore swimming trunks and a
necktie with a surfer shirt.

Ringling Bros, amuse
clowns on Capitol Hill

Physician malpractice
reported to be on rise
fifths of 1 percent of the 615,854
physicians licensed to practice
medicine last year.

"Step right up and
you'll see
Republicans juggle
numbers."

Federation President Gerald J.
Bechamps, a surgeon from Win- '
Chester, Va, said state medical
boards are "on the front line ;
when it conies to protecting the
public from incompetent, 1m-!
paired or unfit physicians."
Medical professionals, rather
than patients, are filing a growing number of the complaints i about 25 percent, federation
leaders told a news conference.
But state boards vary widely
on the discipline they mete out,
with some reporting 10 or more
actions per 1,000 physicians and
others just one or two per 1,000.

Earn While
You Learn
SUMMER JOBS

Hop on over for great
Easter Ideas.
If your list includes mom, dad,
sister, brother or lover...we have it
Pick up a ready to go
basket or we'll help
create your own.
Come on... get
[Utf.M^b hopping.

Packages
plus...
Cards and Gifts and more
111 Railroad St. BO

»■

352-1693

Cedar Point has 3,500 summer jobs
available for 1995 to help you
gain valuable work experience
and build your resume.
Housing available for those 18 & older.
Earn up to $5.30 an hoar.
Interviews will be held at
Bowling Green State University
University Union
Communuity Suite - Campus Room
Tuesday, April 11,1995
10:00 a.m. -5:00 p.m.

No appointment necessary. For more
information, call (419) 627-2245. EOE

SANDUSKY. OHIO

AMUSEMENT FARK/RtSORT
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U.S. agency
denies any part
in mens' deaths

Tax cuts
emphasis
of House
legislation \

Exposed

Senate accuses
CIA of concealing
vital information
in two key cases

American innkeeper Michael
Devine.
•Did not recognize the •'potential significance" of information
received In mid-1994 about the
death of rebel leader Efrain Velasquez Bamaca.
•Recalled its station chief in
Guatemala in January after a key
Rita Beamish
report was delayed for six days The Associated Press
"a management lapse," accordWASHINGTON -- As the ing to Studeman.
widows of two men killed in
Studeman did not specifically
Guatemala listened intently, acting CIA Director William O. discuss the agency's relationship
Studeman denied complicity by with Lt. Col. Julio Roberto Althe agency in the deaths. But key pirez, who is said to have been a
Senate Intelligence Committee paid CIA informant implicated in
members accused the CIA of the deaths of Devine and Bamaca. Those questions, said to
misleading Congress.
Studeman also denied reports deal with classified material,
that the CIA increased funding were left for a private session
for its clandestine programs in with the Senate Intelligence
Guatemala to make up for Presi- Committee.
But Studeman told the commitdent Bush's cutoff of military astee in public that the CIA was dilsistance at the end of 1990.
In the first detailed response to igent in providing other U.S.
criticisms of CIA ties to the government agencies informaGuatemalan military, Studeman tion it obtained about Alpirez'
acknowledged Wednesday that purported involvement in the
deaths of Devine in June 1990
the CIA:
•Failed to give Congress in- and Bamaca around March 1992.
formation it had in the fall of
1991 regarding the death of
Studeman and Assistant Secretary of State Alexander Watson
both said the administration believes Alpirez was at least involved in a cover-up of Devine's
death at the hands of the Guatemalan military, and is believed
knowledgeable or involved in the
death of Bamaca.
Watson said U.S. Ambassador
Marilyn McAfee pressed Guatemalan President Ramiro de Leon
Carpio as recently as Tuesday
Bring in a roll of 135, Disc, night for a full investigation of
110, or 126 color print film both cases.
for developing, ana get an
Bamaca was married to American attorney Jennifer Harbury,
extra set of prints for FREE
whose hunger strikes in GuateMarch 28-April 10
mala and outside the White
House helped draw attention to
The Picture Place
the unanswered questions about
In Hie Student Union her husband and Devine.

DivldBpo
The Associated Press

Extra Set
Of Prints
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Architect Eugene Tsui stands In a window of a boose he Is building for his parents In Berkely, Calif.
He ho pei bis tea creature shaped house Is the wave of the future.

Use A Condom, KATO
Continued from page one.

Hey BGSU
Students:
Spend your
Summer
Vts&Ft on an Island
•«j-s|*
<n Lak* ErieHiring -Retail Clerks,
•Food Service,
•Bar
•Maintenance crews

Wings

•Good Wages*
•Lots of Fun*
•Housing Available*

the

Interviewing daily. Including
weekends & Easter.
(418)285-4741
tor more Information.

Wind

remain for much longer. All we
can do now is wait and see."
Schneider said when the fan
club does eventually dissolve, all
of the club's profits will be donated to charity.
The fan club currently has
about 100 members, but
Schneider said he expects the
number to rise significantly in
the upcoming weeks.
"We have a hundred at the
moment, but that doesnt count
ones that are currently in the
mail," Schneider said. "I expect
about 300 by the end of the
week."

Ever Get A Pal
Smashed!

GET INVOLVED!!

April 1st-8th
1995
Register for
Prizes

Applications For The Ungraduate Student
Government 1995-96 Executive Cabinet
Apply For:
•Treasurer- Responsible for all financial operation
• Academic Affair* Coordinator- Coordinate student input on academic issues as well as
promote open communication between students, faculty and administration.
• Multicultural Affair* Coordinator- Coordinate and aid in facilitating multicultural programs
to enhance the awareness and knowledge of all undergraduate students.
• National, State and Community Affairs Coordinator- Represent BGSU at Ohio Student
Association meetings to review actions of federal, state and local legislation.
• Non-Traditional Student Liaison- Advise the General Assembly on the concerns and needs of
the undergraduate non-traditional students.
• Public Relation* Director- responsible for the promotion of all USG activities through
various media outlets.
• Student Welfare Coordinator- coordinate programs to enhance the awareness of all aspects
of student welfare at BGSU.
• University Committee* Coordinator- recommend undergraduate students for presidential
appointment to university committees and city commissions.
• USG Volunteers Director- serve as the coordinator and controller of the USG Volunteers
program.
• Faculty Liaison- Serve as link between USG and faculty Senate while promoting open lines
of communication.
• Administrative Assistant- serve as technological liaison for promoting USG issues on outlets
such as the Internet and Worldwide Web.

Applications can be picked up In 405 Student Services
and axe due back by 5:00 p.m., April 11th.
♦Question*? Contact Jeff Stefnnclc
or Matt Jordan at £-8116.

m
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WASHINGTON - In a final
flourish for the "Contract With
America," the House pushed
toward passage Wednesday of
Republican tax cut legislation
blending a $500-per-child tax
credit with reductions long
sought by business. Democrats
battled the measure to the end as
too generous to the rich.
"Under the Democrats, tax Increases were the answer to every
question," said Rep. Bill Archer,
the conservative Texan who
heads the tax-writing Ways and
Means Committee. "When this
bill is passed, the tax-raising legacy of President Clinton and his
party will officially be over."
Clinton, who backs a smaller
tax reduction, said the GOPs
$189-billion measure marked a
return to "trickle-down economics." Republicans, he said, want
to cut Head Start and education
"to pay for a tax cut for the wealthiest Americans.... That la
wrong."
A final House vote was expected after nightfall. But the outcome seemed pre-ordained after
Republicans prevailed on a midafternoon procedural roll call,
228-204, that demonstrated their
command of floor proceedings.
In a brief Interlude as debate
began, the Capitol's outdoor
plaza was the setting for a circus
performance featuring 13 elephants parading docilely around
a temporary, red-carpeted ring.
"We have the outer circus and
the inner circus," Joshed House
Speaker Newt Gingrich. - and
with that, at least, the Democrats
could agree.
Passage of the tax-cut bill
would send the legislation to the
Senate, where - along with bills
on welfare, crime, changes in the
civil Justice system and many ra
other House-passed components
of the "Contract With America"
- it faces extensive alterations.
"We're going to have a tax
bill," said Senate Majority
Leader Bob Dole, R-Kan. But
with deficit-conscious Republicans in positions of influence.
Dole added, "We didn't get in
elected Just to rubber stamp everything the House did."
Even so. House passage of the
tax cut would mark an extraordinary achievement for Gingrich, R-Ga., and other Republicans who promised to use their
first 100 days in power to advance a conservative agenda of
less government and lower taxes.
Clinton's alternative tax-cut
proposal wasn't scheduled for a
vote in the House. Minority
Leader Dick Gephardt, D-Ma,
backed an alternative seeking rfi
$31.6 billion In cuts over five
i."
years - one-sixth the size of the
Republican measure - and consisting of breaks to help students
and expand benefits for Individual Retirement Accounts.
■
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Need for army's
guard debated
fection over the peace agreement
with the Palestinians which has
not stopped terror attacks.

Nicolas B.Titro
The Associated Press

Akitotbi Yoshida, 65, carries what little belonging! he can salvage
from his bath house which he ran for 43 years f olowlng last January's
major earthquake. City officials have a new visllon for earthquake-

JEBEL BLATT, Lebanon From Lt CoL Nazih's viewpoint,
which at this moment happens to
be atop the earthen rampart of an
Israeli fire base, Israel's mission
in Lebanon is clear.
Only the Israeli army's presence, he contends, keeps Shiite
and Palestinian guerrillas from
waging war on civilian towns in
Israel.
"If we go back to the border,
they will come to wherever we
are and attack us," he declared.
For a decade Israeli governments have used that argument
to justify keeping troops in Lebanon. But chaos no longer rules
in the country as lt did when Israel moved in, and at home new
questions are being raised about
Israel's aggressive tactics in Lebanon and whether the buffer
zone is still worth the price in
blood and money.
"We are mired In Lebanon because ... someone thought we
could solve the problems there
with force. The security zone is
torn Kobe: tear down crowded, squat apartment buildings and busi- the result of that mistake," wrote
nesses and redevelop with high-rise apartments, wide roads and columnist Ran Klslev In the dally
large parks.
Hoaretz.
Some experts, such as Eyal
Zlsser of the Moshe Dayan
Center for Middle East Studies at
Tel Aviv University, argue that it
is now possible to live without a
avoided such quagmires by de- buffer zone if an agreement can
veloping a place where no one be negotiated.
lived, Kobe Bay. Like other large
Zisser said Hezbollah was
cities, Kobe spent billions to transforming Itself from a militia
create manmade islands on land- into a Shiite Muslim political
a 55-foot wide road down the fill, while doing little to improve party and that it was a "pragmacenter of his neighborhood.
crowded neighborhoods known tic organization" more Interested
"When you create a place to be firetraps.
in survival than pursuing goals
where residents and officials can
The earthquake exposed the such as claiming Jerusalem.
talk, then and only then Is price of such neglect. Fires raged
Keeping troops was necessary
redevelopment possible," Ito with no parks or public squares
to brake the flames, and emer- when anarchy prevailed in Lesaid.
The discord raises the specter gency vehicles found It difficult banon, but "today, I am not so
of upheaval surrounding Tokyo's to navigate a maze of narrow sure how necessary it is."
international airport at Narita in streets and alleys.
For Prime Minister Yitzhak
"In many areas we need to rethe 1960s and 1970s. The
government decreed an airport flect hard about how we've built Rabin, pulling out of Lebanon
site without sufficient consulta- cities," said Nagatoshi Onishi, a without a formal agreement is
tion with local farmers, sparking senior planner in Hyogo Prefec- seen as too risky politically, especially in light of public disafa tenacious protest movement ture, which includes Kobe.
that eventually led to pitched
battles between leftist demonstrators and police.
Today, Narita Airport remains
congested because some farmers
refuse to vacate land needed for
a second runway.
For years, Kobe planners

Out of rubble comes rebirth
Peter Landers
The Associated Press
KOBE, Japan - City officials
have a new vision for earthquake-ravaged Kobe: tear down
crowded, squat apartment buildings and businesses and redevelop the area with high-rise
apartments, wide roads and
green parks.
For Akitoshi Yoshida, his
dream for the future is to return
to life the way It was before his
neighborhood was devastated by
the Jan. 17 earthquake.
Surveying the rubble of the
bathhouse he ran for 43 years,
Yoshida says all he wants is a
new bathhouse, built on the site
of the old one.
He'll give authorities the land,
throw away the pride of being
master of his own place, if only
he can once again stand at the
door and call out "Irasshalmase!" - "Welcome!" - to people
stopping by for a hot bath.
"I'll work for a monthly salary," said Yoshida, 65. "You build
it, I'll work therein Kobe and neighboring areas
ruined by the earthquake,
thousands like Yoshida dream
that life could somehow return to
the way it was.
City planners want to move on,
look ahead.
The emerging debate has highlighted old and painful themes in
Japanese urban development.
Cities tend to be ugly, cramped
jumbles that give little sense of
planning. The powerful have his-

Officials want new era after quake,
residents wish for return to normal
torically dictated how cities are
built, with little initiative taken
by citizens.
Tetsuo Tamal, a city planning
historian at Chiba University,
said Japan still suffers from the
lingering mentality of the medieval castle town, whose shape
would be dictated by the local
baron.
"The people on top make the
plans and force the people on the
bottom to live according to
them," Tamai said.
Finding a new way in Kobe will
not be easy. Efforts to impose a
new urban vision have not been
welcomed so far. Protests broke
out in mid-March as residents
denounced the Kobe city
government's approval of a development plan for five key
areas devastated by the quake.
Many prefer to rebuild their
hodgepodge neighborhoods, instead of making way for new
apartments, better roads and
parks.
Even before urban renewal can
begin, legislators will have to revamp old laws that restrict land
use, zoning and construction. One
of the biggest hurdles is ownership of land, which is tightly held.
"Right now we don't even have
a place where SO people can
meet," said Shinlchi Ito, a resident opposing city plans to build

Washington's
refusal prompts
launch of Israeli
spy satellite
Dan Perry
The Associated Press
TEL AVIV, Israel - Israel
Wednesday launched a
Satellite widely reported to
be Its first spy satellite, a
security official said.
Of ek-3 was launched this
afternoon near the Palmachlm beach south of Tel
Aviv. The launch had been
expected for about two
weeks but was reportedly
delayed because of bad atmospheric conditions.
Israel launched two other
satellites, Ofek-1 and
Ofek-2, in 1988 and 199a
They were believed to be
stages in Israel's development of a spy satellite. Foreign reports have said that
Ofek-3 would gather information on Israel's Arab
neighbors.
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Buy any 12" Moose Bros.* pizza
at the regular price, and get a
12" Cheese pizza for just $2.99.
Limited time offer, so bring home
the fun...only from your local Moose
Bros: Pizza Shoppe!

Moose Bros. Pizza...
Pun Food for Friday's...
orAnyDay!

BIG SIZE...HUGE SAVINGS!

©$O0011

2" OFF

Your Bowling Groon Kroger Food & Drug features a
"Warehouse Packs" department. This department
features huge savings on bulk packed merchandise.
Stock up and save on paper towels, bath tissue,
ascoptic drinks, cereal, 24-pack sodas and many froion
food Items. You will find all of our Warehouse Pack
Items to bo competitively
priced and don't worry about
ompe
ly
take
thorn to your car.
willc
the sixo...we
gladly
Warehouse Packs from KKroger, Your Total Value Leader!

With coupon aad purchase* of $5.00 or moro

WISHBONE
ROTISSERIE CHICKEN
OHO coupon por <ustomor. Valid
April 3 thro April 9, 1995. Sub jot t
to applicable itato and local toxoi.

KROGER VIDEO CENTER
Entitles you to 10 video movie rentals
at your local Kroger video Center

NEW RELEASE
RENTAL

KROGER VIDEO
VALUE PAK

YOUR
TOTAL VALUE
R

NINTENDO AND
SEGA GAME RENTAL

99

C
■ach

Prices and Items Effective at Bowling Green Kroger Store, April 3 thru April 9,199S.

FOOD&DRUG

COPYRIGHT 1986. THE KROQEfl CO. CAJANTITY RIGHTS RESERVED. NONE SOLD TO DEALERS. SAVINGS REFLECTED OFF KROGER

EVBr*P<WPR&;POUBUCraPOH8U^

TREAT YOURSELF.. JO HOMESTYLE GOODNESS TODAY AT KROGER!
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BG silences SienaHeights, 1-2
Falcon foursome hurls no-hitter, 13 walks in win

The BG NcWS/ROII WciUnor

Bowline Green's Mike Combs Just beat* the throw to first in
moved the Falcons to an 11-7 overall record.
Marty Fuller
The BG News
Four Falcon pitchers combined
to no-hit the Siena Heights Saints
on Wednesday afternoon during
BG's 7-2 victory at Steller Field.

BG's 7-2 victory over Siena Heights Wednesday at Steller Field. The win

It marked the first time that
any Falcon pitcher hurled a nohitter since Orel Hershiser's 3-1
decision over Kent in 1977.
Despite not yielding a single
hit, the Falcon pitching quartet of
Joe Holland, Justin Keller, Chris

Boggs and Jason Tipple combined to give the Saints 13 bases
on balls.
"That had to be the ugliest nohitter I have ever seen," head
coach Dan Schmltz said. "But I
am happy with the win."

With the triumph, the Falcons
boost their overall record to 11-7
while their Mid-American Conference record stands at 4-0.
Freshman left-handed pitcher
Holland was given the start for
the BG squad while lefty Ken

BG women's bats awaken
Falcons offense fuels 6-0 win to split doubleheader
Scott Brown
The BG News
The Falcon softball team
knows what it can expect from
Lisa Mountjoy on the mound.
It's just a question of finding
the offensive punch to compliment her.
Mountjoy didn't give up an
earned run in 14 Innings on
Wednesday, but a lack of
offense and faulty defense in
the first game limited Bowling
Green to a doubleheader split
with Cleveland State, 0-2 and
64).
The Falcons now stand 8-15
on the season. The Vikings,
who received votes in the latest
Associated Press Top 25, return to Cleveland at 16-5.
"They woke up. They've
been dormant for a little
while," BG coach Rachel Mil-

ler said of her team's offense
after lighting up the Vikings
for 14 hits in the second game
to back up their pitcher.
"Bottom line, we got aggressive with our bats. We went
after our pitches as opposed to
waiting to see them. [Instead
of] taking her [opposing pitcher) pitch, we took our pitch"
The Falcons lost the first
game on two unearned runs in
each of the first two innings, on
a dropped strikeout in the first.
and a booted grounder in the
second. Mountjoy, on the other
hand, was brilliant-scattering
only six hits in the seven innings.
"Being a senior and taking on
this role as being our only
pitcher right now is huge," Miller said of Mountjoy. "She
stepped up today and showed a
lot of composure. Even after

losing the first game, she came
back and through her game in
the second."
Mountjoy's brilliance continued in the nightcap, and this
time the offense was there to
back her up.
Kolleen Kopchak and Kathy
Holland each had three hits to
lead the way, while Amy Patterson, Jessica Andrasko and
Melissa Phillips each knocked
a pair. The Falcons scored once
in each of the first three innings to put Cleveland State in
a hole, and effectively filled it
in the fifth on a two-out, tworun rally.
Any thought of the Vikings
ipalting a rally was squelched
in the sixth after a tremendous
defensive play by Falcon third
baseman Heather West. After
Mountjoy's no-hitter was
broken up by consecutive one-

out singles. West speared a line
drive by CSU's Angle Gugov
and then tagged Amy Johnson
inching off the bag for an
unassisted double play.
Some heads-up base running
by Tricla Askins allowed the
Falcons to jump ahead for good
in the first. With the bases
loaded and one down, Patterson
grounded back to Viking pitcher Joanna Pietch The play
came to the plate to get the
force, but the attempt for the
double play on Patterson at
first proved to be late.
Askins, who had been on second, rounded third and headed
straight home as the throw
went to first. She slid under the
tag of catcher Melissa Smith to
give the Falcons the lead they
would not relinquish

Teams trading pricey talent
Dick Brlnster
The Associated Press
The great fire sale began in
Montreal and spread to Kansas
City as financially strapped
baseball teams began to unload
high-priced talent they can no
longer afford.
The Expos, hoping to get their
payroll down, traded bullpen
stopper John Wetteland to the
New York Yankees on Wednesday and then dealt staff ace Ken
Hill to the St. Louis Cardinals.
The Royals sent outfielder Brian
McRae to the Chicago Cubs.
Meanwhile, owners and
players agreed designate opening day as April 25 - that's one
day earlier than their original
deal, with the Florida Marlins
playing host to the Los Angeles
Dodgers at 7:35 p.m. EDT.
The American League schedule, barring rainouts, calls for
Cal Ripken to tie Lou Gehrig's
consecutive-games record on
•Sept. 5 at home against CallforInia. He would break it the follow*ing day at home against the AnIgels.

Friday should be a busy day in
baseball. It is the date both to
tender contracts to arbitrationeligible players and the date for
each team to offer arbitration to
its former players who became
free agents last fall. If a free
agent isnt offered arbitration, he
can't resign with his old club until May 15.
And Friday also is the deadline
for players except non-US. citizens to report to spring training.
Montreal general manger Kevin Malone said the Expos whose
74-40 record was baseball's best
last season said the team Is not
giving up, but Is regrouping.
"This is not a fire sale," he
said. "A fire sale Is when you're
giving guys away."
Still, the movement of players
Wednesday and what is expected
later in the week should be typical of the direction In which
baseball is headed. The players
agreed to return after a federal
judge Issued an injunction forcing owners to maintain the
system of the expired collective
bargaining agreement.

With the owners unable to get a
salary cap and do away with salary arbitration, the small-market
teams cannot afford highsalaried players.
"The economics of the current
system is the reason we're making the changes," Malone admitted. "These deals are financially
motivated."
Expos management has
claimed It will lose $20 million
because of the strike and is trying to pare its payroll to about
$12 million a drop of $6 million.
Wetteland had 25 saves in 52
appearances for the Expos in
1994 and Is considered among the
top closers In the game. In return, the Expos got Fernando Seguignol, a 20-year-old outfielder
and a player to be named later.
Hill, 28, finished second in the
National League Cy Young Award voting last season. He was
16-5 with a 3.32 ERA.
The Cardinals gave up outfielder Darond Stovall and pitchers Bryan Eversgerd and Kirk
Bullinger. Only Eversgerd
pitched In the majors last season.

Malone said an undisclosed
amount of cash from the trade
with the Yankees, combined with
the $2,225,000 from Wetteland's
1994 salary and the $2.55 million
Hill made, would enable the team
to sign some free agents later
this week.
Outfielder Marquis Grissom,
who made $3.56 million last
season and also is ellblble for arbitration, could be dealt by Friday, Malone said.
"There are seven teams still in
the bidding for Grissom,'' he
said. "Other GMs are starting to
call because they know now that
I'm serious."
Another Expo, outfielder Larry
Walker was being wooed by the
Colorado Rockies. Walker, who
made $4 million last year, is seeking a five-year contract worth
$25 million.
There were several signlngs,
most notable among them pitcher
Fernando Valenzuela joining the
San Diego Padres for $200,000
and reliever John Franco returning to the New York Meta for $5
million over two years.
•t

Szych got the nod for the Saints.
Holland started the game
smoothly, but by the second inning his control looked a little
rough He walked the first two
batters on full counts, gave up a
sacrifice bunt to Scott Nicholson
and walked Jason Zogaib to load
up the bases. Siena Heights
center fielder Jolui Reeber spanked a ground ball to BG second
baseman Jay Harrington who
couldn't handle it and let the first
Saints' run cross the plate.
The Falcons responded in the
bottom of the second with a leadoff double by Mike Combs and
three consecutive singles by Jerome Kynard, Brian Cannon and
Jason Brown.
Holland only walked one in the
third, but gave up four consecutive free passes In the fourth to
account for the Saints final run.
In his four innings of work, Holland struck out three and walked
eight.
"Obviously we are going to
have to work on cutting down the
walks," Schmitz said. "There is
no way we are going to be able to
compete if we keep doing that,
we aren't even giving our defense a chance."
Right-hander Keller took the
mound in the top of the fifth and
threw three scoreless innings,
striking out two and walking just
one.
BG's BiU Burgei led off the
sixth inning with a double
through the left field gap. Combs
stepped up next and brought
Burgei In with a single to give the
Falcons a 3-2 advantage.
In the seventh, Travis Rasor

walked and moved to second
after Mark Tomallo reached base
on an error by the Saints' pitcher.
Center fielder Tony Gill drilled a
shot down the first base line to
score Rasor and move Tomallo to
third. After a Burgei pop-up.
Combs drilled home another run
with a shot up the middle to push
the Falcon lead to 5-2.
"Mike [Combs] has been
swinging the bats great. He hurt
his ankle during our spring training, but he showed today that he
Is back to where he needs to be,"
Schmitz said.
Boggs pitched a perfect eighth
inning for the Falcons while Tippie, who finished off the ninth,
didn't have such an easy time.
Tipple walked four of the five
batters he faced, bringing the
total Falcon walk tally to a
baker's dozen.
BG scored its final two runs In
the eighth on a two-out, two-run
double by right fielder Eddie
Standifer.
"Offensively we had some real
big hits, but we need to work on a
lot of things," Schmitz said. "We
got thrown out twice on our hitand-runs because our batters
didn't make contact and our sacrifice bunting is absolutely atrocious. It's a complete lack of concentration."
The Falcons will be back at
Steller Field today at 3 p.m. to
face a Notre Dame team they
beat earlier in the season.
"We've got Notre Dame
tomorrow and Akron over the
weekend, if we don't bring things
together we are going to be in
trouble," Schmitz said.

Indians return
to camp, add two
veteran pitchers
The Associated Press
WINTER HAVEN, Fla. - The
workouts are still informal, but
31 of the 39 players on the Cleveland Indians' major league roster
were In uniform Wednesday.
"It's always good to see these
guys, but It's doubly so now,"
said manager Mike Hargrove.
As of Wednesday's workout,
only nine players had failed to
report: Dennis Martinez, Eddie
Murray, Omar Vizquel, Tony
Pena, Alble Lopez. Tim Costo,
Omar Ramirez, Brian Giles, and
Einar Diaz. General manager
John Hart said he expects most
of them in camp for the start of
formal workouts Friday. Hart
said only Ramirez and Diaz could
be delayed a few days by visa
problems.

Hart said he has spent several
hours on the phone the last two
days talking with agents for
other free asent players. Hart
said the Indians' top three priorities are to find another starting
pitcher, a reliever, and a righthanded hitter who would fill the
role of designated hitter against
left-handed pitchers and pinch
hitter.
However, Hart said the Indians
will not break the bank to sign
any free agents.

"We've talked to a lot of agents,
and if the right situation presents
itself, we'll make a move," he
said. "But we're not dancing a lot.
We're making it very clear to
agents that there are a lot of
players without jobs and the
window to sign them is short.
What we have to spend is what
we have. If they don't want It,
The Indians did add two pitch- we'll look somewhere else."
On the field, Hargrove said the
ers Wednesday, signing Jack
Armstrong and Les Lancaster to last two days have been spent assessing pitching.
minor league contracts.
Armstrong, who pitched for
Cleveland in 1992 before being
selected by Florida In the expansion draft, played with Texas last
season but missed most of the
year with a shoulder problem.
"We always liked Jack, and
we're going to take a look at him
and see where he is physically
before we decide whether to try
him the bullpen or as a starter,"
said Hargrove.

"We're trying to get an idea
what condition the pitchers are
in," he said. "What we've found is
that most of them are in pretty
good shape."

Hargrove said there may be
more emphasis than usual on the
bullpen In the next three weeks,
based on the assumption that
starting pitchers wont be able to
pitch as deep Into games with
just three weeks of preparation
Armstrong said he is ready to as they would with a normal sixweek preparation.
go.
"I was done with my rehab last
"Starting a season with ar.
year and was just getting ready expanded rotter will take some
to pitch again when the players of the pressure of f us," Hargrove
went on strike," he said. "I've said.
waited seven months longer to
pitch than I expected. But every- With a team that was only a
thing feels fine. I'm ready to go." game behind the White Sox In the
Armstrong, 30, made two starts Central Division race last August
with the Rangers last year before 12 when the strike began, both
the injury. He was 0-1 with a 3.60 Hart and Hargrove said they are
ERA.
Lancaster, 32, was 14-3 with a anxious to resume play.
"This U a team that deserve* a
3.61 ERA In 64 relief appearances for the Class AAA Syracuse chance to take another run at fL"
Hartsakt
Chiefs last year.
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Cavs'luck strikes again
Brandon latest to fall in Cleveland's season of injuries
rest of the season. He was
averaging 13.4 points a game
overall and 17 points in the
games he started.
'1 feel terrible for Terrell
because he was playing so well,
and he was having such a good
year," coach Mike Fratello
said. "This is another hurdle In
his basketball career. He has
worked so hard and been so
upbeat."
For the Cavs, it was simply
more of the same. They've
played all season without three
of their best players Daugherty sidelined by a bad back,
Larry Nance retired because of
bad knees, Gerald Wi lkins out
with a torn Achilles' tendon
then lost Price to a broken
wrist for two months. All-Star
forward Tyrone Hill missed
several games after surgery on
his right hand, and Williams
just got back from a five-game
layoff due to a bronchial infection.
AP phoio/Mark Ducu

Cleveland guard Terrell Brandon is out for the season with a broken right leg be sustained during
Tuesday's game against Boston.
Chuck Melvln
The Associated Press

CLEVELAND - Facing two
games against Michael Jordan
this weekend that could well
determine their seeding for the
upcoming playoffs, the Cleveland Cavaliers wanted to be at
their best.

Instead, they'll have to face
Jordan with a backcourt
weakened by yet another
major injury. Point guard Terrell Brandon, who started 41
games for the Cavs this year

because of injuries to Mark
Price, broke his right leg Tuesday night and is out for the
season.
"For the last five years, this
team has seemed to have a
black cloud hanging over it,"
said John Williams, a power
forward who has been playing
out of position at center all
season because Brad Daugherty is out with a bad back. "At
the beginning of the season,
during the season, people are
getting hurt. You just have to
keep playing and hope that

'Even (Wxtk An Air 'Bag, you Are
9{pt CompCeteCy Covered
Phi Mu Proudly
Announces Its 1995
Spring Pledge Class:
Aubree Baumgardner
Sarah Toth
Erin Goodsitc

Jennifer Glazer
Charlotte Wade
Christy Bracken

100000000000000000000000000000000000000

somebody comes through for
you."
Brandon collapsed to the
floor as he was chasing Sherman Douglas on defense during Cleveland's 97-92 loss to
the Boston Celtics. Cleveland
was ahead at the time, but less
than two minutes later Boston
went on a 12-0 run that turned
the game around, sending the
Cavs to their fourth loss in five
games.
Diagnosed with a stress fracture of the right tibia, Brandon
was quickly ruled out for the

BOWLING GREEN STATE UNIVERSITY

Lately, however, Fratello has
run out of miracles. Cleveland
lost 13 of its last 19 games
heading into Wednesday
night's game at Atlanta
"All of our games have been
close, but we seem to be breaking down on defense," Williams
said. "We need to step it up."
Cleveland has already clinched a playoff spot.

The Associated Press

PLANT CITY, Fla. - Hal Morris knows the history baseball
union representatives often find
themselves on a new team after a
labor dispute. He wouldn't be
surprised if he joins the list.
The Cincinnati Reds' first
baseman became the team's
union representative when reliever Rob Dibble was allowed to
leave as a free agent after last
season. Morris, who turns 30 on
Sunday, expects the Reds to let
him leave when his contract expires after this season and he becomes a free agent.

"hearsay" and there was no evidence to support it. Numerous
minor leaguers said they had not
been threatened in any way, and
no Reds player has said publicly
that he was threatened by
strikers.
Bowden didn't mention any
striking regulars by name, but
there was a clear implication.
Morris, Barry Larldn and Bret
Boone were sharing union representative duties and working out
near training camp. They also attended the union's informational
meeting with minor leaguers In
Tampa on Feb. 27.
Morris, one of the most soft-s-

"When I agreed to do this [become a union
rep], I came into it with the realization that it
could happen,"
Hal Morris
Reds first baseman and players union rep

"I seriously doubt that 111 be
re-signed here," he said. "There
were some things that happened
here in spring training, some allegations made. I know that those
are probably going to stick with
me, even though they were
false."
Morris was referring to general manager Jim Bowden's
claim that some of the Reds'
minor-leaguers were threatened
by striking regulars at the start
of training camp.
The Reds were caught shorthanded when minor leaguers
chose not to cross the union and
play exhibitions. Bowden said
several minor leaguers told him
tearfully that they were threatened by striking players.
Bowden went public with the
claim while admitting it was only

poken players on the team, has
repeatedly denied that any of the
Reds threatened minor leaguers.
"I've done nothing dishonest or
unethical," Morris said. "IVe lied
to no one. I didn't threaten
anyone, contrary to what was reported. I have a clear conscience."
Morris agreed to a one-year
contract for $3.3 million in 1995
after the Reds hedged on
whether they could afford him
for this season. The first baseman thinks he'll be gone after the
year as part of the "repercussions" of being the union representative.
"When I agreed to do this, I
came into it with the realization
that It could happen," he said.
Morris said he has no bitterness towards the club.

Rose, Jr. joins AA Barons
The Associated Press

HOOVER, Ala. - With Michael
Jordan back in the NBA, the
Birmingham Barons will have
another marquee name this year
Pete Rose.
Pete Rose Jr., that is.
The son of baseball's career
hits leader will be the backup
third baseman as the Barons
open their Southern League

season Thursday night at Memphis.
Rose played on the Chicago
White Sox replacement team during the strike, and he had hoped
his performance would earn him
a starting spot with the Barons,
where Jordan played outfield last
season.
"It was such a great spring, I
was sad to see It end. I hit .325
and tied for the team lead in
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Fratello responded to the
earlier injuries by having his
team play a slowdown style
that frustrated opponents for
the first few months of the
season. When the undermanned Cavs went 12-3 in December, he was named coach of the
month.

Morris unsure of
club's intentions
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RBIswithl4."
But Rose will be on the bench
during the Barons' opener backing up Greg Norton, the White
Sox's second-round pick in the
1993 draft out of Oklahoma Rose
doesn't try to hide the frustration.
"I put up good numbers last
year, but no matter what I do it
doesn't seem to be good enough,"
he said. "I cant do anything else
except go out and work hard."
Rose, 25, has spent the past six
years in the lower minor leagues
of three separate organizations.
"I spent two years in the
Orioles' organization, then was
traded to the White Sox in "91 because they wanted to send me
back to the lower level for another year.
"The Indians drafted me in the
Rule S minor league draft (after
the 1991 season) and I spent two

years with them. They released
me after spring training last
year, and I had a good spring."
Rose wasn't out of work long.
He signed with the White Sox a
few days before the start of the
1994 minor league season. He
played for three different teams
last year, hitting a combined .258
in 79 games.
Most of his time was spent with
Class A Prince William of the
Carolina League, where he hit
.281 with two home runs and 22
RBI in 45 games. The Barons are
Class Double-A.
Rose has been told he has some
of the same mannerisms of his
father, the former Cincinnati
Reds players-manager who
earned the nickname Charley
Hustle for his aggressive style of
play. The elder Rose has since
been banned from the game for
gambling.

MID AM MANOR
• NOWRENTING^
Choose from choice apartments within walking
distance to campus Summer 1995 and school year
1995-19%.
2 bedroom, furnished or unfurnished, gas heat
and water included, air conditioning

♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦
♦

2-43801
641 Third St Apt 4, B.G. Resident Manager 352-4:

Tuesdny, April 4 & Thursday, April 6
Noon-4pm
North end of Reed St. Warehouse
Items to be sold include: assorted chairs, couches,
tables, desks, desk chairs, copy machines, computers
and computer related items, sporting goods (kayaks,
wind surf boards, ice skates, cross country ski
equipment sports pads, helmets), electronic pianos
(need a separate amplifier), upright piano, two (2) wood
playhouses - these have shingle roofs, ready to paint and
use, plus many other items too numerous to mention.
Come early for the best selection.

The Minority Career Association
will be attending the Toledo Job Fair on
Friday April 7 at 12:30 pm.
Meet at t he Union parking lot. Bring

ALL SALES ARE FINAL - NO REFUNDS OR EXCHANGES.
SALES TAX WILL BE CHARGED. NO WARRANTIES ARE
EXPRESSED OR IMPLIED - ALL ITEMS SOLD AS IS, WHERE
IS. REMOVAL OF PURCHASED GOODS MUST BE DAY OF
PURCHASE. BGSU NOT RESPONSIBLE FOR LOST.
MISPLACED. OR DAMAGED MERCHANDISE.

resumes and dress In business attire.
If you have any questions, contact MCA

For further information coll the Inventory
Manaaemeflf Deportment 372-2121,
Monday - Friday 9am -12:00 and 1pm - 3pm.

mm

1

president, Hallie Hanson at 353-2125.

m
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Islanders
Masters filled with legends Habs,
swap centers in
Array of golfing greats overshadows course complaints
Ron Sink
The Associated Press
AUGUSTA, Ga. - It's impossible to turn around at the Masters without tripping over tradition. The Augusta National
Golf Club is simply hip-deep in
history, wading in milestones
and awash with wonderous accomplishments.
And like with any institution,
change comes reluctantly and
progress is measured more in
inches than yards.
All of that will be evident
Thursday when play starts at
the 59th Masters.
Tiger Woods, the 19-year-old
U.S. Amateur champion, makes
his debut 20 years after Lee
Elder broke the color line at
the Masters. Arnold Palmer
plays here for the 40th consecutive year.
And Nick Price tries to become the first player since
Jack Nlcklaus in 1971-72 to win
three consecutive major
championships and Join only
Nlcklaus and Ben Hogan has
having held three major titles
simulaneously since the Masters became a major.
It's the Masters. Talk will be

five-player deal

of history, fast greens, tradition, fast greens, patience,
fast greens, green Jackets and
fast greens.
For the players, the aura of
Augusta is as Intimidating as
the slippery greens.

The Associated Press

"I remember when I first
saw the place," Lee Janzen,
winner of The Players Championship two weeks ago, said of
Augusta. "It was even more
awesome than I ever thought it
would be."
"As beautiful as it looks on
television, TV does not do Justice to the place," Janzen said.
"You don't really see the sidehill Ues, the elevations of the
tees and greens, the contours
of the greens."
Janzen, who has won five
tournaments in four years, including the 1993 U.S. Open, is
one of the players with the
short game to win here.
The key, as always at Augusta National, is approach
shots and putting.
"These greens are every bit
as fast as I've ever seen them,"
Janzen said.

AP photo/Curtli Complex

Tiger Woods removes bis tiger wood cover during a practice
round Wednesday at the Masters.

Fresno State tabs Tarkanian
David Kllgman
The Associated Press
FRESNO, Calif. - Jerry Tarkanian, the towel-chomping
coach with the highest winning
percentage in NCAA basketball
history, was hired Wednesday to
coach Fresno State, his alma
mater.
The former UNLV coach,
whose disputes with the NCAA
ran for years and reached the
Supreme Cout, replaces Gary
Colson, who resigned March IS
after five seasons. Tarkanian
was the only candidate to inter' view for the Job.
Tarkanian, 64, will try to revitalize a team that has had only
' two winning seasons in the past
10 years. The Bulldogs were
! 13-15 last season, finishing sev-

enth in the Western Athletic Conference.
The choice of such a prominent
coach excited many in the community, and a party for the public
was arranged after the announcement to greet Tarkanian.
As a college coach, Tarkanian
was known for quickly making
losing programs consistent winners. Tarkanian compiled a
625-122 record an .837 winning
percentage during five seasons
at Long Beach State and 19 at
UNLV.
He won the 1990 NCAA championship when his team, led by
Larry Johnson, routed Duke by
30 points.
When asked, before his hiring,
whether he could lead Fresno
State to a Final Four, Tarkanian
said: "Final Four? My goodness.

What I'd like to do is get the program to be a national power. By
that, I mean being able to compete with anyone on a given day."
Tarkanian's ties to Fresno
State basketball date to the early
1950s when he played for the
Bulldogs. After his graduation in
1955, Tarkanian began his coaching career at a local Catholic high
school.
Tarkanian said his connection
to Fresno is the reason he wants
to return to coaching,
Despite bis success, Tarkanian's teams were plagued by
NCAA Investigations involving
recruiting and eligibility of
players.
The NCAA placed UNLV on
two years probation in 1977 and

suspended Tarkanian for two
years. He continued coaching
and appealed the case to the U.S.
Supreme Court, claiming the
probation violated his right to
due process.
But the nation's highest court
ruled against him in 1988, saying
the NCAA was a private agency
and did not have to provide due
process.
Tarkanian resigned three
years ago when photos were published showing three former
UNLV players in a hot tub with
convicted sports fixer Richard
Perry. Tarkanian said he had told
his players repeatedly to stay
away from Perry.

MONTREAL - Star centers
Kirk Muller and Pierre Turgeon
changed teams in a five-player
NHL trade Wednesday when the
Montreal Omarilen* and New
York Islanders made late, desperate bids to reach the playoffs.
The Canadlens sent Muller,
their /•arrf«i"1 along with defenseman Mathieu Schneider and
minor league center Craig Darby
to the Islanders for Turgeon and
def enseman Vladimir Malakhov.
' "We wouldn't have made the
trade if we didn't think we had a
good chance of making the
playoffs," said Canadlens general manager Serge Savard, moving two days before the NHL
trading deadline. "We needed a
better power play."
"It's something we've been
lacking for a long time. We didnt
have a good playmaking center
and a guy like Mark Recchl who
gets 100 points a year needs a
good centerman."
It was the second major trade
of the season for Montreal, which
dealt John LeClalr, Eric Desjardins and Gilbert Dionne to Philadelphia for Recchi on Feb. 9.
Savard drew heavy criticism
for that deal as the Flyers soared
to the top of their division and
LeClair emerged as a scoring
star while the Canadlens dropped
to a sub-.500 record that put them
in danger of ml«lng the playoffs
for the first time in 25 years.
"The playoffs have always
been a priority," Savard said.
"We'll never throw in the towel.
We'l 1 fight to the end."
Coach Jacques Demers said
Turgeon, drafted first overall by
Buffalo in 1987, would center a
line with Recchi and left winger
Vincent Damphousse.
"Now we have what every
team wants a major Impact line,"
Demers said.
Demers said veterans Mike
Keane and Jean-Jacques Daigneault were leading candidates to

take over the captaincy, although
he may decide to go with three
alternate raptalns.
Turgeon gives the Canadlens
their best offensive center since
Bobby Smith in the 1980s. Turgeon was traded to the Islanders
in 1991 in a six-player deal that
sent Pat Lafontaine to Buffalo.
Schneider, 25, whose negotiations for a new contract were
stalled, took news of the trade
well, Demers said. But the
29-year-old Muller was devastated.
Muller, acquired from New
Jersey in 1991, bad been named
captain this season after Montreal traded Guy Carbonneau to
St. Louis. Muller was in tears
when he left Savard's office.
"I'm shocked," he said. "But I
also understand the game and the
position of the team. Life goes on.
I loved it here."
Muller's offensive production
dropped off markedly since he
led Montreal to the Stanley Cup
in 1993. A shoulder injury held
him to 57 points in 76 games last
season a 10-year low and he had
only eight goals and 11 assists in
33 games this season.
Schneider was a 20-goal scorer
last season and the point man on
the power play. He had five goals
and 15 assists.
Darby, 22, was back with Montreal's farm team in Fredericton
after two short stints with the
Canadlens in which he picked up
two assists.
Turgeon, 25, had a career-high
132 points for the Islanders In
1992-93. He was also struggling
this season with 13 goals and 14
assists in 34 games.
^Malakhov, 26. who is in his
third NHL season, led New York
defensemen with three goals and
13 assists In 26 games. Malakhov,
6-foot-3, adds much-needed size
to the Canadiens defense.
Like Schneider, Malakhov is
also seeking a new contract.

FINANCIAL

Brand New!
m a a

Advertisement / Business Spotlight

PACKAGE

ROTC broadens students' horizons
while teaching management and
leadership skills

HOMESTEAD

1 LARGE
PIZZA

t» ha WMaam st. inSkj Daa, am

419 354-6036

ONE ITEM

$4.99

By Jen Armstrong
ROTC is an opportunity to take
adventures that other college students do not get to experience.
Since 1948, ROTC has offered
Bowling Green State University
students the opportunity to
"broaden their horizons," according to Capt. Greg Boisseau.
The ROTC program consists of
two phases. The first is open to all
students. Anyone is welcome to
take the two-credit hour Military
Science course, which requires
little or no out-of-class work unless you want to. The classes
teach students about ROTC and
the world around them.
Taking Military Science classes
for two years, during the first
phase, leads to no long term obligations.
To reach the second phase, the
last two years of ROTC, students
must meet health, age, civil convictions and citizenship requirements.
Field training is also required
one weekend a semester for those
in the second phase.
Those involved in ROTC, can
also belong to any three of the
ROTC extracurricular organizations.
"In college, you have to get
involved with some activity to get
the most out of the college experience," Capt. Boisseau explained.
"Through the whole program, students develop time management
skills, oratory skills, confidence

For the Graduate Student
or Young Professional

354-6500

THE LOWEST PRICE IN TOWN!
WEDELIVERI
,jgS\

•

'"

little Caesars-® HzzalPizzaT |
lWopwptMU! On low price Ahwjri ttmtjtl

I CRAZY BREAD

99c
Expires 5-15-95

Check out these delightful, spacious
I and 2 bedroom apartments
conveniently located in downtown
Bowling Green:

2 MEDIUM
PIZZAS
. W/ one item
$7.99

■ 2 blocks to downtown shopping
■ I block to Post Office
■ New consmicuon
■ Open in August. 1993
■ Ram from 5460 to $640 per mown
■ Deposit and leate required

Expires 5-15-95

Call 35440M for an appointment io see
the blueprints and choose your urnt.

(pTzzSl

e

mmt

Deli*rvUry 7~h*'H*Utf '*pl*f

ROTC student Patrick Mate contributes community service time at a
recent Falcon athletic event.
and leadership ability."
Currently, 230 students are
involved with ROTC.
"Most of the students don't go
on to the second phase of ROTC.
They simply have an interest in
finding out about military science.
They are open minded in that
they are taking advantage of this
opportunity," Capt. Boisseau said.
"In ROTC, you push yourself.
You are in the driver's seat, going

as far as you want to go," Capt.
Boisseau added.
The army is a great place to
start figuring out what you want
to do, according toCapt. Boisseau.
For those who consider the
military long term, it offers good
salaries and benefits.
ROTC offices are located in
Memorial hall. For more information, contact Capt. Boisseau at
372-8427.

FREE DELIVERY
826 S. Main

OPEN LATI
HOURS!!!
THUR,FKI,SAI

353-PAPA

OPEN UNTIL
- 3 A.M.

nr

16" Pizza\ynt& feTappings
pNEr$9.5b
ipurt
exp. 4/31/9S

isca

LH JLT J\A|g. 4/31795
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CAMPUS EVENTS

MOnCHOMJB
KwaotaAThonll
50 Hours Streejhti
UrtanOwlThur.-SaL
KARAOXEwkhu*

FREEII!

Meaartoah: Apt am starving *»»rywh»re *»
laHoi
World Record Banana Sptt
^jynlt 11am-3pm
MMM Room Beneath NE Common*
Proceeds go IB CMHM a Resource Center
Sponsored By Alpha Phi Omega
Raoraaaon kAtkxsll
End of t>* yaar Gal Together. April 23rd. Mud
Hens Gsmel Call Jen at 2-6813 ASAP for oe

_ AXPHAPHI • STIPHANW LEWIS
Ccng/alulaacn* on your surprise carriage
rid* engagement B Eric Schooiey. Vea sv*
so happy tor youl OMrSaaaBSMl
Low.Angs«XLynn.AMM
ALPHA PHI -STEPHANIE LEWIS

Studant Raoraaaon OHH
ROWMQCLtaC
9.30em - noon, Saturday, April 8th
by IN Indoor rack

Aw.SummwFr**hm*nol199i
Good T i me* Rein on Pany
Call Kyle or Jo* for more details
353-1091

ThaBQSUCar(eo»anAa*oc.praaanl»:
•Meeelng with t^msatarplan: Racially mlxad
person* and raca reiatone
•Mon April 10.7:30pm, 111 BA
Mr* MkU Water, PH .0 student. American CulajralSajdtoa
"Bring your tanking cap* and open mind*
•Bod Mariey. regga. legend uy: you cant
•ducal* u* with no brajnwaah education..talking about our freedom... and lioany
•One love, one hear!

COnOPaaffal aMR AflTl aSI TOOQ

iwNnmiimiiTowt
THE SAMPLES
Thto Sunday *t th* Hewpuil kl Coiumbu*l
Look tor FMoon R. dto WF At'. Tibt*
kiUaUntonOMl
FRIDAY AFTERNOON FROM
3:30-4.-00 PM

el

Prom SowitOQ Qn>*sfi • Beet Source
Modern Rock. Falcon
F
Radio
MOAM/CaktolO
WFAL

FREE KARAOKEI
Thuri -S.t (all day. •« nighil)
Union Oml
Men's Chorus
SO-HourKiraok(-A-Thon II
FREE KARAOKE!

dvantagel
expen Drew Sivtou* of "Aiaooitei Financial
Service*." Leam about invMing and how to
make credit work lor youl Many other financial
topical April 12th, 2 00 pm TAFT Room. University Union.
-UVaM HIV* M NORTHWEST OHO'
Educate yourself by watching ■ tour pan eerie.
on BG24 New.. Live I ■ 530, repeats at
10a0pm and ?30*m on Wood Cabto Channel
24.

•Attention Education1

CITY EVENTS

Fundralelng drive rum Hon. April J- Thur*.
Aprl 8. From 10—t 3pm. Com* support
OSEAAbuy your education more hondtooll

Regga* - Th* Ark Band - Friday Apr. 7, Eaey
Street. AIM. CD, NA Give UP, will be available.
Roou music «verylime

H908PRIHO ■ATHLON
Saurdey. April 22.1995

SERVICES OFFERED

The Reaeational Sport. Biathlon
Mud**
a 1/2 mile swim A a 5K run.
Mausv1*male/co-*cVB*m
prediction enthe..
Signup

ELECTHONIC JOB SEARCH
Bypass ads/agendas; go directly to emplovers via computer March For details cal
419-423-4211. •«. 120

In M MMM Onto*

HEY SENIORS I
Did you torgat to ordar your
graduation announcements??
SBX can order them lor you I
Mtolmum ordtr 15.2 day mmaround
and personalized I

ai the University Field House

By 4.00pm
Wedneed*y,AoriH2
For moro Intormaflon
cat 372-74*2

Call SBX @ 353-7732!
ALIEN ABDUCTION
Com* hear in ■ resting alien *SaUB**t1
alone, and how alien abduct on has
evolved since the 1950S
•Speaker aVioeo.1
•SPEAKER: ChrS Bader
-TUESDAY: Apr) 111h at8 PM
in KOHLS Locked Lounge
ATTENTION (OSU STUDENTS AND
OWaANtZATIONS
Th* BOSU btoodmoMto wH be her* Aprl
10-14. We Jeiuneak need your help tor volunteers and donatora. Ptoaa* call 352-4575
or 353-5114 » you can heap-

Pregnant? Wa can help. Fre* and confidential
pregnancy test, auppon. and information. BG
Pregnancy C*nt»r. CM 354-HOFE.
SKYDIVING CLASSES staring Apr. 1st. Student and group discounts. Visa and MC accepted. 10 mlnu»a from BGSU campu*. SKY
DIVE B.G. 352-5200.
Will do typing
31.25/peoe
Call Vickl 352-3356

Globe! Getavray
World Student Association Present.
Cempu.Eipr.esMn.
Bowl-n1 Greenery. Umon 8pm-10pm
kit) the Street,
that Eatcutha Board apptcatlon*
byFrktoy,Apr.7,lnCCMB*3206.
PCCLUS
Thursday Aprils

WIN FREE TICKETS TO SEE
THE SAMPLES
Thai Sunday at the ll»wpuil in Columasal
Look tor Falcon Radio WF AL'S Tabs*
In the Union Oval

SOCIAL
Call Meredith*}352-8749
with any question.
J300 agptoMon* tor Summer and Fai, 1995
are available si 319 West Han. Deadline Frir. May 8,1995.
de[J
UL'StSS AND KID* WEEKEND
Th* Treehouee Tioup* wa present
TsaSf ol IW Brotosv* Grimm' m
pert of »• weekend on S*L Apr. 8
Tickets are FREEbut wll be given out
on elrat come-Int serve basia
K the Sib. Weekend T-Shin
t*M*H front ol the Education
ftakSng.
LM.-SIBS AMD KIDS WEEKEND
Uta* Sto* and Kids Boner, ere in. PMa com*
and pick them up m 42S Sudani Service*

FRIDAY AFTERNOON FROM
MMMM
■untiiy OtaaeVb S*M Sauna
Modlern Rock, Fslcon Radio

GSSC.de:
Murticul uraliam In Hkjher Eduction
Aprils, 1995
430-8:00
For more into: 372-2426

INTRAMURAL ADVISORY BOARD APPLICATIONS DUE: GET INVOLVED WITH PROGRAMMMG ACTrVITES AND SCHEDULING
T»aES FOR ACTIVITIES TO BE OFFERED.
PICK UP APPLICATIONS IN 130 FELD
HOUSE. DEADLINE IS TUESDAY, APRIL 11,
1905.

UL'»»sMAJ*DKJ08WEEKENO
Th* Tr**hou** Troupe wll pre**nt
Tales of the Broilers Grimm' as
p*n of the weekend on Sat Apr. 8
Tickets are FREE but wll be given out
on a f rat come -first serve bseis
■aba Sato W**k*nd T-Shkl
table m front of the Education
BuMtog.
UL' SIBS AND KIDS WEEKEND
P«»torrning*lM.T.MUGGS
Friday Apri 7.9 30
All Hail maw; Parallax View
21 A under $3,21 * oeer $2
PJS,
Thank you lor being youl

LOW,
Your Beat Friend

PW UpMon Omoran"
I want to lhar* da 94-95 officers end adv.sore
tor (ask- im* and eaSTaSBSI over it* yaar.
Abo, I want B mngtswJaa* to* newly elected
95-98 omosrs. Thank-you and Congratul*DonslSurann*

THE BLOODUOBILE IS COUtNO
THE BLCODHOMLE b) COMING
THEbLCOOMOBILEBCOMINQ
Th* bkBdrnoblto will b* h*r* April 10-14.
1030-430 in the ME. Commons. Cal
352-4575 or 353-5114 B matt* an *ppoinlmenL
THE FEBRUARY BLOOD DRIVE FELL 400
PINTS SHORT OF ITS GOAL, hhekp us turn
this Aprl'* blood driv* around. Th* BkwdrnobJat al b( ItM April 10-14 In tw) NJ. Common*. Cal 362-4575 or 353-5114 if you can
heto_
Tonight Dan Han p*rtormlng ai Northaaat
Common*, 730pm. Fre* AdmUatonl See our

USA MOBILE PAGERS

Management Inc.

eSSJS «HUi SgSjBpa anal Asrllaa*.
Raady to Uee. SO Pnone Number*
a Covereg. Available.

ONE BEDROOM, 215 E. Poa Rd.
(EVERGREEN APTS.) Moro size kx

•QawswaPhliele-

SEE GEE RENTAL A SALE*
12fW.PcwBd.Ptl.S5a-4«j*8

Ml mor»«y.. eompats thai to OtMBJ

EFFICIENCY APARTMENTS, 21S
6. Po« Rd, •art* at $225. Al
uWWsj* toctuctod. Ha*
Ltopoait hold* it now.

IM

Sawurily

353-8500

Management Inc.
CLOSE TO CAMPUS. 114 N.

CENTER FOR CHOICE II
ConMsntWHsah Can For Womsii

• Student fee
• Abortion through
20 weeks
• Morning after
treatment
• Caring friend or
relative allowed
for personal
support

EntorprsM, 1 bdnrt, mm at $300
p*r mo. Ineludlng aH
now.

353-8800

UHISM.

Cal

16 N.Huron
Totsdo. OH 43604
1-SOO-569-5005

sia

:

CAUNOWI

Call 353-8501

ExareaarWaight Bench

J30O6O

1-409-4 74-2*77

—MiiMiMfc
Earn cash stuffing envelope* (t home. All mafarlak) provided. Send SASE B P.O. Box
1007S,OtMh»,K3 68051.
Haven't found, summer job yet?
Then com* join the ataff al Camp Anna Behren* Giri Scout Camp. Counselors, horse arse.
kJBfwn, and waasriront stall needed. CompetiDV* wag** with lou of tun added In. For mor*
Ifrtormauton cal ton Haroraw 352 9381.
toakto sales person at Sh.rwin-Willi.ms In
Maumee. Poainon avalabto ImnwdlaMy. Flexible schedule up c 30 hours per week A«k lor
Tim St*»ig*MwTomFtchard* at 893-1121

F*rret. brown mato. 9 fnorah* old. D*-sc*nied,
neulersd, ail *hot*. Asking $75.00. CM
352-0467.
FOR SALE
Smith Corona 4400 Plus Word Processor
w/14 In. monitor Word Processor, Soreediheet. Data Processing, and Address Fiat.
90000 word dictionary, uses 3 1 /2" hard tempi ale disks. Must Hill Call Nicole 0 372-1269.
$250. paid $500. New and In excellent condlionl
Ford Taurus GL '89. AC, AMFM, auto, very
dependable, aaking $2700 060. Call
3556064.
Loft for sal*.
$50080
372-6678

Madneth Centri. 610 Computer, 8/80.
2419600 Data/ Fax Modem. 17" monitor, tons
of software, A laser writer $2,000 O.B.O., Call
3S4-02I4.

ONE SUMMER SUBLEASE R NEEDED
2 story houa* with porch, get own room, ctoa*
BBW3'».Cal 354-8808.

Looking tor • job? Earn $5000 B tSOOO working on Put-in-Bay. Cad for details and applcav
aon. Tuesday and Thureday 1pm B 8pm.
600-440-6353.

MICHAEL JORDAN
va.
QHANT HILL
Catch the soktout
matchup. Wed Apr 12
2 tickets for sake.
CM ED 354-2091

Painters and forem*n needed. $6-8mr.
Cal College Pro Painters
at 1 -800-346-4649.
Painters, Summer Job
Cleveland Area. Good starting pay.

Subleas*r tor summer
own bedroom A bathroom

216-292-0960.

Call 352-7734

Pan-am* Student Employment
Are you looking tor btrHtn* *mploym*nI ol 15
firs, plus per week withm walking distance B
BGSU campus? In tares led In working various
unskilled ]obs in assembly, packaging, etc ?
Rat* of pay is $4.25 per hour. Apply In person
beseeen th* hour* if 9:00am A 5■00pm (M-F)
at
Advanced Specialty Products. Inc.
426CloughSt.
Bowling Green OH 43402

SUBLEASERS DESPERATELY NEEDED
FORSUMMER
Large, cheap. 2 bdrm. apl.
Call Jl or Dorian at352-3087 ASAP
Summer SuWeasers
3 Hg bedroom*, 2 bath*
Ctoa* B campu* and bar*
Call 353 4700 or 354 3201

RESORT JOBS
Earn B $12/Iir. A dp*. Theme Park*, Hotels,
Spaa, plus more. Tropical A Mountain destinarions. Call 1 206-632-0150 exl. R55443.

Summ*r Subktaser needed- MT
HOUSE ON WOOSTER
Own Room
Trida 352-0*62
WANTED
2 roommates B live In
1144/month.Cal 354-1913

S

8R

house.

WANTED
1 or 2 aubi****r* n**d*d tor summer. Free sir
conditioning and gas. Own bedroom Rent n*golabto. Cal J*nrxM*ry 353-9212 *h*r 6:00.

HELP WANTED
»1750 weekly possible
mailing our circulars
For info cal 202-29*9065
"ATTENTION"
Graphic DeeIgn » VCT Matore
BGSU Student Publications is now interviewing lor the position ol PRODUCTION ASSISTANT. Get hands-on .xpenencel See detail.
and requirement* at Student EmptoymenL 450
Skident Service. Full-am* VCT co-op* avail
bbl*.
~ ATTENTIONGRAPHIC DESIGN MAJORS
UrUGraphica. th* university'* design
8 desktop publishing service,
Is interviewing NOW tor th*
95-96 academic y**r. Don't miss out I
See detaktal Student Employment
450 Student Services
250

COUNSELORS A INSTRUCTORS
n**d*dl
Private coed summer camp In Pocono Mat*.,
NE Pennsylvania Lonikan, Box 23480,
Keniiwonh, NJ 07033. (908) 276-0996.

AdnwwuaCv* At*l*t*nt tor DownBwn Bu*ln.ss Assn. 20itirsAveek. Desktop Publahing
and organizational aklf* required. EOE. Send
re*urr»B121 E.Woowsr by April 10.1995.
CAMP COUNSELORS WANTED Tnmdown
fltn*«s, coed camp. Al sports, crafts, lifeguards, onto*, many other*. Camp Shan*,
Ftmdato NY 12734(914)271-4141.
COLLEGE GRADUATES
'tntryLeve+BenefitsFinance Trainee *21-24k
Marketing Sale* »18- 24k
Showroom Seles 115k.
Manager Tranee f 18-22k
Loan Onginakx* 16k.
XatwarPoabtonaCallNOWOjickHirel
(4ig)243-2222tMPERIAM41B)243-2222
COUNSELORS - INSTRUCTORS needed"
100 poakkonal Coed tsaaama* aamp. Pocono
Mtn*. PA. Good eeuvympel (906)666-3339.
CRUISE SHIPS NOW HIRING
Earn up B$2,0(XWmonth working
onCrui** Ships or Lsnd-Tour companies.
World banal. Seaaonaa A lue-am*
•mptoymartt awatobie.
No *xperience necessary.
For mor* Inform* Don
cal 1.208-S34-0468.X1. C55444

WENDY,

Management Inc.

Brian Holzinge ft only hockey card (rare)
gi-92 Upper Deck Junior Tournament Card
Cal Brian at 372-1650

Lighthouse Cato now hiring waiter., waitresses, A cook*. Apply In parson, Thur*. A Frl.,
April 13 A 14; 2605 Broadway, Toledo. Call tor
mor* Into. 361-1140.

353-5800

HAPPY 21 ST BIRTHDAY on Saturday
I know youllb* ready B party.

PER WEEK OR MORE!
People Needed To Do Fun.
Ea*y,n**p*n*sH* Fan or
Full Tim* Work At Home.
MHr.sAagOxv** Detail*

On* mmrnar aubl—IT n**d*d.
CtobBBoampu*.
Can 372-4104 ASAP.

SCEC SCEC SCEC 9CEC SCEC
Th* Student Council tor Exotpaonel
Children Welcome. DEB NOWARD
Sunday. April 9,1995 MM PR 115 Ed.
Topic: Expeoencea as an SBH leacher.
General meeting following
SCEC SCEC SCEC SCEC SCEC
Sigma Kappa'Sigma Kappa
Congratulations Sto KapsI
Fvst Place in TKEKickbam
Sigma Kappa • Sigma Kappa

Apt.-.i2*d *Bv*. Ex*c. Cond.. $50.
35*9010.

LOOKbeG FOR A ROOMMATE?
I am looking BsuUeass
for the FALL semester-95
. can EHsa 372-3628

NTRAMURAL FALL PRACTCUMS: APPLICATIONS ARE BEING ACCEPTED FOR
PRACTCUMS (SMD AND RECREATION
MAJORS) FOR FALL SEMESTER 1B95. PICK
UP APPLICATION IN 130 FELD HOUSE AND
RETURN BY APRE. 21,1995.
Kappa Mu Epaiion needs nomination* tor He
•Excellence In Teaching Mathematics Awsrd. .So, nominal* your favorite Math prof m tie
deptof11v^at4SOMSC;nowavoughAprll8.

EARN

INTERNATIOfiAL EMPLOYMENT
Earn up to $25 - »45mour
■aching basic conversational
Engksh in Japan, Taiwan, or S. Korea.
No leeching background or Aston language*
required. For Into, call: (206) 632-1146
H1JS5441.

Call SBX & 353-77321

Th* asMre ry Gamma Phi Beta waved Ilk* to
conojnDUseW BridoM Snanoon on twt nv
oagement B Bob King ol Chicago'a Loyola

rant. $310- $360

Female housarrau* needed tor 95/96 school
year. Non-smoker/own room/under $200
mo/eery do** B eampuA Cal 372-4404.

Subtoawr needed summer of '95. White house
on comer of ThursOn and Woosler. Next B
Mark's A Founder*. Renvbest otlera. Cal
Chtto«l3S3-KING(5464).

HEYSEMORSI
Did you lor get to order your
graduation announcements??
SBX can order them tor youl
Mmmun order 15.2 day turnaround
and personated I

•"WAIITID—

/EfEfcCA

Desperately seeking 2 subiaeaara tor 2
different ptooa* lor summer. Very cheapl Cal
U*a 352-1354.

SMkJng Star War* Action Figure* and Ships
rj«»hp»to.(^DavK) at 1-800-281-5637

WFAL

—WAMTKy—
The men el 20* N. Enterpne* .re eeekkig 3
■auaawW) BOSU kwnelea w/puteee te eeeert them tor 3 km-NHed day. In Chicago, b■noto tar tratamby torwaM *n Aarl tt.aa,*
23. Pteaee can 143.3*07 and aek tor Joeh,
Jehn.erOan.

1 mm. rweded May-Dec SSor longer
New trd very clean, own room.
Call 352-9423III

1-800-263-6495 ail F55443.

Summer rent:1 -2 female, for
ofl-campu* hout*. mooem, wes-kept.
R*ntnegooaDle.C«l
HoHy«?3725«vS

•I

1 or 2 summer aubiaa—re tor 1 bdrm. apt,
r*a*on»bl» rem. CM 363-2057.

FREEFMANCUU.Ab>
Over M Baton in private sector grant* A scholarships I* now available Al students are *Sgibi* regard!*** of grade*, income, or parent's
income. L.t us help. Cal Student Financial
Service*:

PERSONALS

HENS CHORUS
Karaoke A. Then II
50 Hours Strsvghti
Umon Oval Thur. ■ Sat
KARAOKEwkhu.
FREEIII

-Sutlsasw* Needed"
For Summer VS. Clcee B campu* and bare. 5
b*drooi».2b«h».C«ll3Sa«»1.

1 or 2 Female Subiasasni needed tor summer.
own bedroom In a 3 bedroom house oil rouB 8.
10 minute, sway from BG. »15uVmonth plus uBlities. 353-1211-leaven

ENJOY A SUMMER OF ENRICHMENT i
FUNIII
'A Summer In Mexico Program'
4 week! In Guadalajara and 1 In Mexico City,
8hre. credit in s»o court** In Mexican Culture.
There I* no substitute tor positive experience
tun B travel through cultural re***** ol Ancient and Modem Mexico. For more Intormesonc^ProksasorAndraO. 372-7119

0*11352-0705(9-9).

CrtmlnelJuol Ice Summer Couraea
Introduction B Criminal JuMo* (CRJU 210).
and Cnme Flu*. (CRJU 395) are offered during th* Orel su-week term (May 22 thru June
30). CRJU 210 (MTWR 1:00-230> is * required
coura* tor all CJ Majors. CRJU 395 (TR
BOOPM-900PM) M* a CJ Major cor* elective »oth cture** ere open to all aludenH.
Ouaatons? Call Tim Canet 372-0373.

• 2-3 L.saers/Subreeser. Needed •
Summer SS torough tB-se School Yaar
1 Block from campus. Jen or Man 352-2744

1 tomato tublaaaar needed tor FaVSpring
1180 Mh. . uttittos, 2 biocka from campus.
Call 352-6904.

on winning The W.ughMemoriel I
We're proud oTyoul
W. knew you could do Itl
ROCKONM
Low, Ann A Suz

Word Proc***ing - Resumes. Term P*p»r«.
Thetis, Diasenations on Laser Pnnler.

Am. Summ*rFre*hman 0(1981
Good Tyrn** Reunion Parly
Cat Kyi* or Jo* tor mor* detat.
353-1091

WANTED

Congratulation, to Maureen Too** on her law>
karlng to Alpha Sag Mat Owboti.

DMk ctork naattod Are <toy* of • w**k.
6am-4pm. Mai work weekend., oow day*
cwi vary around aohsKti*. Long Brm posison.
Phon* 362-1520, Buckeye Budget Moor ton.
aak tor Ttoi bMwwjn • aid 4.
Detvery and Wwehoue. PoaBons:
OuMty Pool Supply i* acoeoang appacaaon.
J^cc<atoao»dajiyc«lwirl*««rtow«rehou».
*>»iM.itoitoiiakatoa»psaia»iobandha»ab
good driving record. Cxatiy Pool la a non-arrBklng UNnpwjiy.SabSngpayaHpavhour.il
you hav* open days w* can .tan you part-am*
no» Apply ■ 152 •**• BL T*to t-n B oat
»l97-BuckRd.Go***tlnBAmpolntlndus»iai
osmptoii to T- St Turn tot i iffl blocks on

Sitter needed in our home tor two active boyt*,
ages 7 and 8. 3-5 day* per week. 730 Or Sam
B 4-5 pm. Wll consider * mature, dependable
student. Pay and transportation n*goOablo.
C*ll3S3-2901*n*r6pm.
SKI FREE NEXT WINTERIII
CRESTED BUTTE MOUNTAIN RESORT
will be on campus to recruit for our
STUDENT EMPLOYMENT PROGRAM.
$600 scholorshp. MSOmour,
• FREE UNLIMITED SKI PASS.
housing....and much morel
Variety ol positions avajlabto.
For more intormation please
attend our informational
presentation at 7:00pm on
Monday, April 10th In
Rm. 110BA. Bkig.
or contact our sponsor,
COOP EDUCATION PROGRAM

W*fTf"S,Of'
SOFTBALL SCOREKEEPERS
City ol Bowling Green Parks and Recreation
Department seek, soflbal scorekeepers (experience preferred) tor adult league* beginning
May 7 and ending August 31,1995. Applleana
must be available «verangs from 600 PM B
11 O0 P.M. Sunday thro ugh Thursday Rate of
pay a $450/gam*. Apply In parson at the
Park* A Recreation onto* hi City Park. City ol
Bowing Green I* an equal opportunity em-

escL
Student Painter* I* now looking tor hard working, motivated students B paint this summer.
Earn $5.50-$7.50 par hour working outakto 9
least 40 hrs. • week. PMIDOO. sr* available al
throughout Cleveland. Bowing Green, Toledo,
Lima, and Mansfield. For more information
pto*a» call 1-600-543-3792:
Summer *mptoym*nt - work on Put-In-Bay al
Th* Shirt Shack. Stan at $5.2Srhr with houalng$2Svrk. Cal 1-265-3085.
SUM HER UFEOUARD A SWIMMkNG
INSTRUCTOR POSITIONS
Student Recreation Center
Applicalion*«vail. in SRC office
Apply NOWI For Into cM 2-7477.

FOR SALE
1964 Honda Aeeord, D*t«chable
AMFMCaaaaaa, vary dsoandabto. Asking
$2700080 Call 364-4914
1993 Suzuki Katana
Only 2600 ml lea. Like
Brend new. Must sell 352-0158

MACINTOSH Computer.
Complete *y«*m Including printer only

$599
Csll Chrw .t 800-2*9-S*(5.

Moving Sale
19" TV tor *al* wkh wood
Sla nd $110 or best eltor
Call 353-*02* att«3:30pm

FOR RENT
1 and 2 BR apartments.
1 year, nine months, or summer leas.s.
3S2-7454.
1 or 2 bdrm. apt*, or single room tor male
Only a taw lefl.
Call today. 9 or 12 mo. laaase.
Carty Rentals ■ 35*0325
12 month leases starting May 19,1995
122 N. Entarpri*e-1 Br-1 p*rson-$335 . ull
404 E.Court-2Br-2person-$450 .UDI
404 t;2E court-Elfic.-l person-(260.ui
428S.Summit-2Br-1p*reon-$340«jtil
Save Smith 352 8917
2 bdrm. 9 A 12 mo. lease mo heat, hot water.
cooking A sewer. Conveniently located - clow
B campu*. library, A 1-75. dough t Mercer.
Univ. Visage 352-0164.
3 Summer Subieeeers needed tor Fox Run
PaW* C11354-4326
353-0325 • CARTY RENTALS
Summer Lease aval-1 or 2 bdrm apis
$220par month, ar condmoning
Single room»-$110/mo. IslBwk. stssion only
$01 TMrd-1 bdrm furn-grada-12 mo. la*.
704 Rhh-2bdrm furn.-9,12, smr. to****.
710 Seventh-2bdrm unfum.-12 mo. lua.
352-3445-NO PETS
702 M2»ttt Si Large efficiency. Avail May 15,
CM 352-1430.
704 6th St. 2 bdrm. Cal 352-1430, aval. May
Apt. for sublease in a duptox. 1 bdrm. Conneaut St Excellent location. New carpet
$320/mo.uai.lnclud. 358-1140.
Bowling Green Village is nov accepting
applications tor May and June apt*. 2 BR
tovtng *t $3i6/mo. Cal 352-6335 or
stop by our office at 300 Napoleon Rd

JsyMar-TheHlghlsnd.
1 A2 bdrm., spacious, AC, dean, gas h**t.
For serious senior igrad. student
Starting a $360. Cal 354-6036.
Need grad. student or senior to take over lease
In May. 3 or 12 mon«l ktaae CU*t, 1 bdrm..
gradual* apt CM Michael at 353-0626.
Subktaalng 1 BR apl. UnfurnishM.
$390 ♦ el*. No seeurity deposit needed. Pat*
allovred. Nice, quiet .tmospere. Avallstx* In
May. Ftoaaw CM 353-3410. leave message
during to* day.
Two 3 bdrm. house., close to campus.
239 Manvile and 635 Fifth St.
Call 352-9392.
Wanted: Summer subteasers tor a 5 BR house
on Wooner Si Close B campus. Pant rvtgobabto. CM 353-0125.

WAITERS
WAITRESSES

466 SX 25 computtr with 14" monitor A key.
board. New mouee ind. SyHem h*. 8 MEG ol
RAM Mil a 110 MB hard driv*. Al componana
InlcM.cond. $750.00.352-2108.
AS Ctovy Cav. AMFM. AuB pajrtoct running
cond. Some ru*L Before 5pm. 343-0600 atier
5pm352-7S2S.

IT'S OUR HOPE THAT WHEN
PEOPLE THINK OF
TONY PACKO'S, TWO THINGS
COME TO MIND:
GREAT FOOD AND
GREAT SERVICE. SETTING A
STANDARD OF EXCELLENCE
LIKE THIS MAKES FOR PLENTY
OF HARD WORK TO
MAINTAIN THEM. GOOD
PEOPLE ARE THE KEY TO
EVERYTHING WE WANT TO BE.
IF YOU ARE ONE OF THESE
PEOPLE, EXPERIENCED OR
INEXPERIENCED,

WE NEED YOU!!!
TtjVafntTe.fa*SBfajat*9 POtltOfl AsSMaVNat

Evening hour*. Wrstonoua*. OH.
Send atauna* B: McVtokar kwurano*
125 W*>4aar1yRd..WHBhouM, OH 43671.

•WAITERS'
•WAITRESSES'

CALL 691-1953

